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This volume is based on the work developed within the Sheldon COST Action CA16226 Indoor Living Space Improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly, supported by COST (European
Cooperation in Science and Technology). COST is a funding agency for research and innovation
networks. Our Actions help connect research initiatives across Europe and enable scientists to
grow their ideas by sharing them with their peers. This boosts their research, career and
innovation. www.cost.eu
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Foreword
Dear readers, the communications to the International TELECONFERENCE of young
researchers "Creation of the Society of Consciousness" (TELE-2021), 10th edition, 12-13 March
2021, represents the results of research and implementations generally carried out within COST
Action CA16226: Indoor Living Space Improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly and COST
Action CA19136: International Interdisciplinary Network on Smart Healthy Age-friendly
Environments, and under the patronage of the Romanian-American Academy of Arts and
Science.
As in previous years, from 2012 to present, research was carried out in the direction of
"Creation of the Society of Consciousness". The results of the research presented and selected to
be communicated at TELE-2021 are structurally presented at the meetings of the 3 Plenary
Sections and 5 Ordinary Sections of this international forum:
1. Psychology and Impact of Professional Transition Ecosystems,
2. Continuity of the intellectual and emotional activities of older people,
3. Sustainability of intergenerational friendly environments,
4. Professional environments and communities of employees, associates and affiliates, and
5. Economic digital solutions in the context of continuous sustainable learning.
TELE-2021 highlighted a set of research results in the research and implementation directions
of the actions envisaged by the International Interdisciplinary Network on Smart Healthy Agefriendly Environments (NET4Age-Friendly):
WG1: User-centred inclusive design of age-friendly environments and communities,
WG2: Integrated health and well-being pathways,
WG3: Digital solutions and large-scale sustainable implementation,
WG4: SHAFE impact and sustainability: policy development, funding forecast and cost benefit
evaluations, and
WG5: Reference Framework.
At TELE-2021, the results of research carried out in the research and implementation directions
of the actions envisaged by COST Action CA16226: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELDON), which intends to achieve specific objectives on Research Coordination:
RCO1: To define and provide all relevant inputs for the design and development of Smart
Support Furniture and habitats from different disciplines: Health care, Psychology, Ergonomics,
Construction, etc., and from the users: elderly, caregivers, etc.
RCO2: To design and create innovative ICT solutions that will be integrated into Smart
Support Furniture and habitat environments.
RCO3: To design, develop and test smart support furniture and habitat environments according
to user’s needs and further validated by these users (elderly and caretakers) for an active ageing.
RCO4: To ensure dissemination, evaluation and exploitation of the Action’s results together
with establishing a strong network with the relevant industrial stakeholders.
At the Plenary Sections at TELE-2021, 21 results are presented, of which 8 results are obtained
under the NET4AGE-FRIENDLY and 9 results are obtained within the SHELD-ON.
In the 5 Ordinary Sections at TELE-2021, 32 results are presented, of which 22 results (as were
announced by the authors) are obtained under NET4AGE-FRIENDLY and 29 results are
obtained within the SHELD-ON COST Action. Most of the results presented at TELE-2021
were obtained in the research and implementations envisaged by both COST CA19136 and
COST CA16226. Let us enjoy the results carried out in the general direction of research:
"Creation of the Society of Consciousness".
Honorary Editor
Dumitru TODOROI, Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova, Chişinău
Editor in Chief
Elena NECHITA, “Vasile Alecsandri” University of Bacău, Romania
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Plenary Section Nr. 1.
Prof. Ruxandra VIDU, PhD, Dr. ARA President, Subject reserved.

SHAFE. SHELD-ON. NET4Age-Friendly. International
TELECONFERENCE of young researchers ”Creation Consciousness
Society”, 10th Edition, March 12-13, 2021 (TELE-2021)
Carina DANTAS, SHINE2Europe/NET4, carinadantas@shine2.eu, Elena NECHITA, Vasile
Alecsandri University of Bacau, Romania, enechita@ub.ro, Dumitru TODOROI, AESM, MD,
todoroi@ase.md, Willeke van STAALDUINEN, AFEdemy/NET4, willeke@afedemy.eu,
Francisco Jose MELERO, SHELD-ON, fj.melero@cetem.es
By 2050, the number of people in the EU aged 65 and above is expected to grow by 70%
and the number of people aged over 80, by 170%, which will increase demand and costs for
healthcare. Integrating ICT solutions into habitats, along with improved building design, will
allow us to live at home longer, as most prefer, despite cognitive or physical impediments. These
solutions will provide immediate benefits, and will reduce the healthcare and financial pressures
related to the growing elderly population in most European countries. Improving accessibility,
functionality, and safety in homes in a way that allows the elderly to stay in their homes longer
requires combining many disciplines together to develop solutions that integrate ICT,
ergonomics, healthcare (psychological and physical), building and community design. To create
healthier and safer environments for the elderly and meet the coming demands related to our
ageing population, scientists, practitioners and industry members from a design and architecture,
manufacturing, ICT, healthcare, as well as material scientists and others that contribute to
healthy environments must come together in an organized and open system to share ideas and
improve each other’s work.
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I. Smart Healthy Age-Friendly Environments (SHAFE)

1.1. Background
A new concept was created since 2017, based on the desire to implement Smart Healthy AgeFriendly Environments (SHAFE) across Europe, fostering happier and healthier people in all
communities.
This idea took shape and became a solid movement. That is how SHAFE was born and further
launched in 2018, by Cáritas Diocesana de Coimbra and AFEdemy, in close cooperation with
several European organizations.
SHAFE began as a Thematic Network, approved by the European Commission, with the
ambition to draw policy makers, organizations and citizens’ attention to the need of better
alignment between health, social care, built environments and ICT, both in policy and funding.
The conclusions of this extensive work in 2018, gathering over 160 organizations as partners,
was delivered to the European Commission and Member States in a Joint Statement and a
Framing Paper in December 2018.
After this, SHAFE evolved to a European Stakeholders Network, which is currently working to
achieve better COOPERATION and IMPLEMENTATION, as the major challenges for this next
period. This is the main aim of the Position Paper released in 2020, presenting recommendations
that aim to promote healthier environments for all citizens and make environments accessible,
sustainable and reachable for all, with the support of ICT.
The pandemic has uncovered the major opportunities and benefits of turning digital.

16

Citizens across different age groups also need personal human contact; they need to meet, to
talk to each other, to hug and to love. Digitalization cannot replace this human need but can be a
powerful vehicle to support people. The scenario during 2020 is an opportunity for the digital
revolution to be well thought and implemented, if all the adequate challenges are well considered
and tackled.
The Smart Healthy Age-Friendly Environments Network will thus focus on the narrative,
debate, disclosure and knowledge translation of smart digital solutions and of solutions to
optimize the physical and social environments of individuals in a concerted manner, bringing
together also the domains of health and social care.
The position paper also provides indicators to measure progress and success on the realization
of SHAFE.

Coordinators:
Carina Dantas – carinadantas@shine2.eu
Willeke van Staalduinen – willeke@afedemy.eu
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II. SHELD-ON. COST CA 16226. Brussels, 23 June 2017 COST 037/17
The main aim and objective of the Action is to establish a multidisciplinary network to support
the development of solutions that allow the elderly to live safely, comfortably, and healthily at
home through integrating design, ICT, ergonomics and health knowledge into furniture and
building design. This will be achieved through the specific objectives detailed in the Technical
Annex.

2.1. DESCRIPTION OF THE CHALLENGE (MAIN AIM)
The present COST action will be a science and technology network where relevant actors from
academic, research and industry sectors will utilise networking tools and activities to address the
ageing population challenges facing Europe, helping to reduce redundancy in RDI efforts, ensure
solutions are developed with a broader set of expertise, and help refine the efforts of diverse
group of researchers.
SHELD-ON aims to foster knowledge exchange and the development of a joint research
agenda in terms of design and development of multifunctional indoor environments to meet the
requirements of Europe´s ageing population while promoting healthy and safe ageing.
2.2. Specific Objectives
To achieve the main objective described in this MoU, the following specific objectives shall be
accomplished: Research Coordination
● RCO1: To define and provide all relevant inputs for the design and development of Smart
Support Furniture and habitats from different disciplines: Health care, Psychology, Ergonomics,
Construction, etc., and from the users: elderly, caregivers, etc.
● RCO2: To design and create innovative ICT solutions that will be integrated into Smart
Support Furniture and habitat environments.
18

● RCO3:To design, develop and test smart support furniture and habitat environments according
to user’s needs and further validated by these users (elderly and caretakers) for an active ageing.
● RCO4:To ensure dissemination, evaluation and exploitation of the Action’s results together
with establishing a strong network with the relevant industrial stakeholders.

2.3. Capacity Building
● CBO1: To promote the participation and involvement of European researchers, engineers and
scholars, regardless of their age and gender, in networking activities aiming to develop
multifunctional furniture and living spaces for the elderly. To promote and highlight the presence
of participants from less researchintensive countries.
● CBO2: To foster International cooperation between researchers from COST member countries,
COST Near Neighbour Countries (NNC) and International Partner countries (IPC), bringing
together different disciplines to enable breakthrough scientific developments in the field of
Active Assisted Living.
● CBO3: To create knowledge alliances between research, user´s groups and industry entities to
increase the impact of research in the industrial sector and favour the exploitation of new
products for making new spaces and environments for an active ageing a reality.
● CBO4: To introduce and familiarize students and young researchers with implementing AAL
(Ambient Assisted Living) in the furniture at higher education and vocational levels.
● CBO5: To ensure the correct integration, dissemination and exploitation of all knowledge and
results from SHELD-ON among the research groups of interest, industry sectors, and users.
III. NET4AGE-FRIENDLY.

3.1. CA19136 - NET4Age-Friendly
The main aim of NET4Age-Friendly is to establish an international and interdisciplinary
network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness, and to support the creation and
implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor environments for present and future
generations.
NET4Age-Friendly further aims to overcome fragmentation and critical gaps at both
conceptual and pragmatic innovation level on responsive, age-friendly and sustainable
environments in order to address the research-policy future requirements of Europe.
The main approach of NET4Age-Friendly is the establishment of new local or regional
ecosystems or by expanding existing ones in each European COST country involved, to work on
health and wellbeing in an age-friendly digital world.
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NET4Age-Friendlywill be used as a connector for involving and hosting regular themed
sessions with local and regional stakeholders and users’ representatives from various countries
and backgrounds, as well as for fostering the knowledge creation and sharing among researchers.
Particular attention will be devoted to promoting the involvement of Early Career Investigators,
entrepreneurs and participants from COST Inclusiveness Target Countries.
Four thematic Working Groups:
1. User-centered inclusive design in age-friendly environments and communities;
2. Integrated health and well-being pathways;
3. Digital solutions and large-scale sustainable implementation;
4. Policy development, funding forecast and cost-benefit evaluations.
The outcomes of the thematic Working Groups will be integrated by a dedicated Working
Group to create a synergized output as a Reference Framework. NET4AGE-FRIENDLY will
be used as a connector for involving and hosting regular themed sessions with local and
regional stakeholders and users’ representatives from various countries and backgrounds,
as well as for fostering the knowledge creation and sharing among researchers. Particular
attention will be devoted to promoting the involvement of Early Career Investigators,
entrepreneurs and participants from COST Inclusiveness Target Countries.
IV. International TELECONFERENCE of young researchers ”Creation Consciousness
Society”, 10th Edition, March 12-13, 2021 (TELE-2021)
In the Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova (AESM), which is one of the associated
universities to the COST Action CA 16226 and to the COST Action CA 19136, successfully
activates the Association “The AESM’s Seniors”. The International TELECONFERENCE of
young researchers ”Creation Consciousness Society”, 10th Edition, March 12-13, 2021 (TELE2021) represents one of such activities in favor of the COST Action CA 16226 and to the COST
Action CA 19136.
The association's major aim is to provide the continuity of the work of the university's
seniors as employees, associates or affiliates of AESM for life. This continuing activity of the
seniors have to be investigated with the thoroughgoing study of their creational and emotional
psychological performance.
Most of the researches we make are oriented to achieve the purpose of maintaining and
developing the seniors’ progress in their activities inside their habitat and in the process of
transition from one of the group of seniority to another.
The results of our investigationswill be used in organizing the activity of the Association ”The
AESM’s Seniors” and will be proposed to be implemented in the network of all the educational
institutions of the Republic of Moldova and in the network of the European’s universities with
the goal to exchange the accumulated experience.
Proposed the international TELECONFERENCE of young researchers with generic "Creation
of the Society of Consciousness", 10th Edition (TELE-2021) will discuss the results of research
carried out in the direction of „Continuity of the creativity and emotionality of seniors” within
the following Sections:
Section no.1. Psychology and Impact of Professional Transition Ecosystems.
Section no.2. Continuity of the intellectual and emotional activities of older people.
Section no.3. Sustainability of intergenerational friendly environments.
Section no.4. Professional communities of employees, associates and affiliates.
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It is expected that 55-60 persons young researchers and professors from the main universities
of the Republic of Moldova will participate at the TELE-2021 and in the form of on-line – the
researchers from European and World centres, who are adherents to the COST Action CA 16226
and to the COST Action CA 19136.
The results of the works presented at TELE-2021 will contribute to solving problems carried
out within the COST Action CA 16226 and to the COST Action CA 19136, of Smart Habitat for
the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way creating a better intergenerational society.
DAcknowledgment:
Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of COST CA19136:
NET4Age-Friendly, whose main aim and objective is to establish an international and
interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness, and to support the
creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor environments for present and
future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.

Measurement, maintenance and improvement of psychological well-being
of retired seniors
Dumitru MICUȘA, Ph.D student, ULIM, Moldova, dimamicusa@gmail.com,
Willeke van STAALDUINEN, AFEdemy, Netherlands, willeke@afedemy.eu
Purpose of the work: Our team is working on development of solutions for maintaining the
continuity of activities, in order to improve the IQ and the EQ, and also the measurement,
improvement and maintenance of the general Psychological Well-being of the older adults - form
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the basis of current research. The finding and development of measurement instruments showing
to which extent there is a need to ensure the continuity of social and economic activities is also a
big part o what we do.
Design/methodology/approach: Research methodology consists of accumulation and selection
of quantitative and qualitative data from investigation and questionnaires applied to groups of
older adults. More specific, we have in our portfolio 3 questionnaires (PWBQ-ULIM, RAND-36,
The Age-Friendly Cities and Communities Questionnaire (AFCCQ)), from which 2 of them were
applied on small samples of respondents from Netherlands and Moldova, and still are to be
applied to bigger samples.
Findings: The Age-Friendly Cities and Communities Questionnaire (AFCCQ) was added to
the portfolio of methods, after the collaboration with AFEdemy from Netherlands.
Limitations/research suggestions: One of the main limitations is the one that it is way more
difficult to reach the respondents during the pandemic, so the work progress is slower, and the
individual interviews are almost impossible. Also because of the stay-at-home way of living,
many older adults can fall into depression and/or their physical well-being can worsen.
The solution to this could be the education of older adults in a more efficient use of computers,
social networks, and search engines, so they could stay in touch with their therapists and social
assistants.
Applicative value: The methodology of accumulation, structuring and retention of statistical
data based on the interview and questioning methods of international groups of older adults is
done. Based on the results of measurement questionnaires, we propose recipes for improving the
psychological well being through different kind of activities, including sessions with a therapist,
when needed.
Scientific novelty and originality: Development of the innovative measurement instruments
and afterwards the proposal of recipes and solutions, as personalized as possible, for a better
psychological feeling in society and at home/work, this is the core of what we do.
Sustainability: If the society will practice these things abundantly, they will feel more useful
in terms of full knowledge about contributing to the general well-being of older people. The
sustainability of the proposed methods and procedures is through the implementation and
permanent improvement (based on KAIZEN concept) of them, and in long term will be achieved
the development of an intergenerational synergy in an age-friendly society.
Acknowledgment: Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of
COST CA 16226, whose main aim and objective is to establish a multidisciplinary network to
support the development of solutions that allow the elderly to live safely, comfortably, and
healthily through integrating design, ICT, ergonomics and health knowledge.
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Professional Learning in the Digital Era.
Prospects for the Republic of Moldova
Dorina ROȘCA, Associate researcher at Ladyss-CNRS, Paris, France,
Lecturer at the American University of Moldova, Chisinau, Republic of Moldova.
dorina.rosca@gmail.com
Abstract
In March 2020, as an urgent measure to limit the spread of the Covid-19 virus, almost all
countries worldwidereplacededucation at all classroomlevelswith distance education.
Consequently, duringthis last year, the educational system adapted fastly to « new normal »
consisting of the work and learning digitalisation. Of course, the latest induces significant
societal and economic changes, transforming work, education, and learning by placing in
theirvery hart data and digitalising our lives. In this context, all academic units – schools, highschools, universities, etc. – have to operate twice with knowledge: once, to continue spreading
knowledge, and second, to use knowledge as a critical asset for the knowledge transmission.
Digital technologies are thus fundamental to the current health crisis surviving and, according to
several experts and scientists, their importance will be crucial to the post-Covidrecovery. At the
same time, more than 350 million workers worldwide (data by the McKinsey Global Institute)
shall require up skilling in the next ten years. Thus, professional learning shall transform,
increasing efforts for, on the one hand, the digital education of workers, and, on the other hand,
online education sinceitishere to stay.
In this intervention at the International TELECONFERENCE of young researchers
"Creation of the Society of Consciousness", I will discuss the opportunities and the weaknesses
of professional education in the new digital Era, intensified by the current pandemic. Although I
will set the current international context, my presentation will still focus on the Moldavian case.
Moldova faces several difficulties with the new deal, particularly in the rural area.
Simultaneously, it tries to keep the pace with these substantial changes, several institutions from
the urban area evolving their curriculum to support the learning of digital technologies and
online learning. Its very spotted experience can have a significant heuristic value for social
scientists.
DAcknowledgment:
Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of COST CA19136:
NET4Age-Friendly whose main aim and objective is to establish an international and
interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness, and to support the
creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor environments for present and
future generations.
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The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.

Challenges and capacities for an independent, healthy and secure ageing.
Is the Moldovan society prepared?
Mariana BUCIUCEANU-VRABIE, Research Associate Professor, PhD in sociology
National Institute for Economic Research, Chisinau, buciuceanuvrabie@gmail.com
Purpose: The paper focuses to evaluate the reality of the Moldavian society in the context of
the ageing population throw social diagnosis of intergenerational openness to the needs of the
old people and the challenges of becoming an age-friendly society.
Design/methodology/approach: In terms of this paper, the wellbeing issues are reflected
through objective data based on last available official statistics on indicators of independent,
healthy and secure ageing, and also through the subjective data of empirical studies on the
(self)perception of old age and the needs of the elderly.
Findings: Based on the comprehensive analyze there are highlighted the challenges that the
old people in Moldova are facing. On the one hand, low standard of living, poverty, limited
access and quality of health services, restricted physical security, etc., on the other hand, a social
perception full of stereotypes and behaviorally marked by discriminatory elements towards the
elderly.
Research limitations/implications: Through reasoned findings on the depth of the impact of
demographic aging in the Republic of Moldova, the paper raises awareness of the scientific
community and decision makers on the effort needed to adjust social and institutional
components to ensure active, healthy and safe aging for the country's population.
Practical implications: The thematic social diagnosis presented in the paper, supplemented
with conclusions and recommendations, contributes to a better understanding of the challenges
related to the aging population by both decision makers and the public. At the same time, the
paper is an argumentative material for adjusting social policies, but also an analytical reference
for specialists in the field of demography, sociology, and economics concerned with the problem
of population aging.
Originality/value: The paper contributes to the awareness of new aspects of aging,
highlighting limited targeting of current Moldovan policies as well the importance of measures
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to increase the opportunities of the active ageing, including by ensuring the quality of life, thus
increasing the chance of capitalizing the human capital.
Implementation environment: the paper is carried out within the State Program Project
(2020-2023) 20.80009.0807.21 „Migration, demographic changes and situation stabilization
policies”

GENERATION Z AS A FUTURE WORKFORCE AND THEIR RELATIONS WITH
THE OLDER GENERATIONS
Anastasia PADURI, nastyapaduri@gmail.com
Varvara ȚAPCOV, varvara.tapcov@gmail.com
Otto-von-Guericke University, Magdeburg, Germany
Abstract
Purpose: The most important purpose is not simply characterize Generation Z , but to see
them from the perspective of future employees and determine if they are really that different
from the closest previous generation – Millennials or Generation Y.
Design/methodology/approach: This work will be a research which will highlight attitude
towards work of younger and older generations.
Findings: In this research we would like to bring your attention to Generation Z, the
generation I and maybe some of you belong to.there is a direct connection between the work
environments and the happiness and productivity of workers. In order to create such atmosphere
it is important to know people’s preferences concerning their work environments. However, it is
also not a secret that as our social life is changing and the changes occur on the workplace as
well. Generally speaking all generations share a similar outlook and as they mature they build up
certain distinctions that make them different from the older generations.
Research limitations/implications: Working conditions and requirements are not the same
anymore. It should be mentioned the current situation worldwide caused by COVID-19
pandemics. We can see how some companies are shifting to a home-based work style and it is
predicted that 30% of them will may never go back to the office which directly affects
employee’s productivity.
Practical implications: The results of this work might be useful for leaders, managers,
supervisors, HR leaders, and educators in every sector of the workforce, since Generation Z will
present profound challenges as they are just on their way to enter in the workforce.
DAcknowledgment:
Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of COST CA19136:
NET4Age-Friendly whose main aim and objective is to establish an international and
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interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness, and to support the
creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor environments for present and
future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.
Key words: Generation Z, Work Environment, Millennials, Generation Gap, Working
Conditions, Impact of Generation Gap, Work-Life Balance, Technological Progress.
References:
[1] https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/01/17/where-millennials-end-and-generation-zbegins/
[2] https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/consumer-packaged-goods/our-insights/true-gengeneration-z-and-its-implications-for-companies#
[3]https://www.researchgate.net/publication/305280948_UNDERSTANDING_THE_GENERA
TION_Z_THE_FUTURE_WORKFORCE
[4] http://www.acta.sapientia.ro/acta-comm/C1/comm1-3.pdf
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Section Nr. I. Psychology and Impact of Professional Transition Ecosystems

THE GAP OF OPINIONS BETWEEN GENERATIONS –
AN ACUTE PROBLEM
Mihaela BOLDURESCU, mihaela.boldurescu@gmail.com
Valentina CAPAŢINA, PhD, vcapatina@yahoo.com
ASEM, Chișinău, Republica Moldova
Abstract
Purpose:Identifying the existing typesof generations, the major differences in opinions of
various generations on different areas of life, like language use, technological influences,
workplace attitude etc., and where do these differences come from.
Design/methodology/approach: The research is focused on presenting some differences in
the perspective on life of the existing generation types, the influence of those on
intergenerational relationships.
Findings: Major generation groups: The Silent Generation (those born between 1928-1945),
Baby boomers (those born between 1946-1964), Generation X (1965-1980), Generation Y /
Millennials (1981-1990), Generation Z (1990-2010), Generation Alpha (2010-present).
The major differences between generations may be perceived in the areas of:
- language use – the new generations adopt a new language, slang, in order to
differentiate themselves from previous generations;
- technological influences– young people are relying more on technological
devices, like cell phones, in order to distance themselves from the older generations, to
define new social circles;
- workplace attitude – young generations are more confident in themselves when
applying for a new job, while being greeted by a multigenerational team.
The problem of solidarity between generations becomes a challenge in the political,
educational, cultural areas and more. Promoting intergenerational understanding by providing an
opportunity to come together and share ideas and experiences about what really matters to them
in life and to start a broader debate on the values of today's society.
These differences stem from older and younger people not understanding each other because
of their differences in experiences, opinions, habits, and behaviour.
Research limitations/suggestions:
 The study was conducted through web resources;
 Inaccuracy of age gaps for each existing generation;
 Limited number of thematic literature.
Applicative value: The results of the work are supported by the value of the findings and
conclusions deducted from the analysis of the sources and public opinions, that may be useful for
everybody.
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Originality/value: The value of the current article consists in highlighting the differences
between generations in various areas of life, as well as their impact on intergenerational
relationships.
Implementation environment: This study is conductedvia web resources and the
questioning of a group of people of various ages, from various generations, on their opinion on
various peculiarities of life.
Acknowledgment:
Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of COST CA19136:
NET4Age-Friendly whose main aim and objective is to establish an international and
interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness, and to support the
creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor environments for present and
future generations.

THE IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNICATION IN PREVENTING
CONFLICTS BETWEEN GENERATIONS
Irina CEBOTARI, irina.cebotari0301@gmail.com
Valentina CAPAŢINA, PhD, vcapatina@yahoo.com
ASEM, Chișinău, Republica Moldova

Purpose: This exploratory paper emphasizes the value of communication in defining the
friendly and understanding intergenerational environment, having the purpose of preventing and
/ or ameliorating the disputes between the representatives of different generations. The paper
outlines the conflict as an indispensable part of human society, however, stressing the need for
its coherent monitoring and approach.
Design/methodology/approach: The presented paper reveals the types of communication
and conflicts, the decipherment of nonverbal language and techniques for preventing / resolving
disputes, which ensures a more distinct perception of interpersonal relationships.The great
emphasis on micro-expressions and nonverbal communication is due to the fact that they have a
considerable role in anticipating a possible conflict.
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Findings: Based on the analysis performed, we can firmly argue that communication is the
foundation of interpersonal relationships, especially intergenerational ones; the need for coherent
maneuvering of communication tactics is paramount.
Research limitations/implications: This paper arouses discussions regarding the value of
communication and offers several methods to avoid and resolve misunderstandings between
people.However, it should be noted that the lack of experience and appropriate knowledge in the
field can lead to hasty conclusions, which can therefore give rise to divergences that could
initially have been prevented.In this context, training among employees and Psychology classes
among both students and pupils, to which the field of interpersonal communication stands out,
would be welcome.
Practical implications: The effects of the paper are supported by the effectiveness of
complaints, conclusions and recommendations, which can be useful to: educational institutions
of all ranks, placement centers for the elderly, social services, medical services, etc., being
current in all areas involving population interaction.
Originality / value: Communication helps to improve friendly environments, and it is also
the cause of their deterioration. Assuming by each person the need for the development and
continuous evolution of the culture of communication will increase the effectiveness of
interpersonal relationships, and at the same time will serve as a support for discovering new
ways of resolving the many disagreements.
Implementation: this research was carried out within the Public Institution DAY CENTER
AND TEMPORARY PLACEMENT FOR THE ELDERLY "DROFA”.
Acknowledgment: Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of
COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly whose main aim and objective is to establish an
international and interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness,
and to support the creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor
environments for present and future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.

HUMAN INFLUENCE ON THE TRANSITION OF THE CURRENT ECOSYSTEM
IN THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA
Olivia PLĂMĂDEALĂ, plamadeala61@mail.ru
Maria MORARU, morarumaria924@gmail.com
ASEM, Chișinău, Republica Moldova
The aim: to draw society's attention to the problem of transition and pollution of the current
ecosystem in Moldova. To present the role of the ecosystem in maintaining of human health and
in the economic development of a state.
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Approach: This research analyzes the evolution of the ecosystem in the Republic of
Moldova. Also are presented the consequences of the rapid transition of the natural situation and
the human impact on its change.
Findings: During the analysis of statistical data and the evolution of the economic situation it
was found that the transition of the ecosystem plays a significant role both in the economic
modeling of a state and in maintaining a healthy society, free of chronic diseases or innate
genetic problems.
Limitations / research suggestions: This research leads to the debate of ecological
importance for the Republic of Moldova and offers several methods for solving problems in
various ecosystems of the country.
Applicative value: The results of the research are supported by the value of findings,
conclusions and recommendations, which can be useful: researchers in the field of ecology,
writing ecological papers, printing books for educational institutions, statistical analysis and
forecasting institutions, being applied to establish new directions for the development of the
economy of the Republic of Moldova and for the promotion of an ECO way of life. Likewise,
the data can be useful in making decisions for the construction of many wind farms, solar
stations, hydraulic stations in Moldova.
Scientific originality: The need to implement new measures to stop the transit of the
ecosystem; analysis of the changes that will take place after the improvement of the situation in
the country on social and economic level; to implement a plan for the development of an ECO
energy production technologies.
Implementation environment: This research is carried out within the multinational project
"TELE 2021".
Acknowledgment: Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of
COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly whose main aim and objective is to establish an
international and interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness,
and to support the creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor
environments for present and future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.
Key words: current ecosystem, economic modeling, healthy society, genetic problems, solar
stations, hydraulic stations, ecological papers.
References:
www.fao.org
www.statbank.statistica.md
lex.justice.md
www.undp.org
www.eea.europa.eu
moldova.unfpa.org
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SOCIAL MEDIA AND NEW PAGE FOR ALL GENERATIONS.
RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS
Valeria GOGINETCHI, goginetchi.valerica@gmail.com
Maria MORARU, moraru_maria@yahoo.com
ASEM, Chișinău, Republica Moldova
Purpose: The most important purpose is to discover the biggest threats of cyber-psychology
that could be made by describing an effective and structured way of cyber-ontology and strategic
behavior of each individual. Our purpose mainly will be considering strategies and creating a
clear plan of actions for solving most concerns.
Design/methodology/approach: This work will be another research which will highlight
the most effective ways to monitor and regulate individual behavior of Internet users also will
highlight most of the practical strategies which have been applied for more references and create
a new social media trend.
Findings: Numerous Internet-based researches over the past decades demonstrate the
relationship between the Internet behavior and individual psychological characteristic, this is
why the most important goal of our research is to reveal the practical strategies for the
youngsters and Generation X, which are the mostly affected generation by the new development
of the internet era.Moreover, our greatest findings reflect that there is a practical solution for
such social media problems. We have come up with a strategy on how to solve internet-based
concerns and make sure we can use social media for a better purpose. All research and findings
will be shown in the easiest way to emphasize the knowledge and apply them in the daily routine
and not only.
Research limitations/implications: This work after revealing the real, true face of cyberhidden-personality has transformed into a practical strategy of solving problems caused by
cyberbullying and ignorance online. Nevertheless, there might be some financial and practical
limitation of the realization of the project.
Practical implications: Our research after 6 months of research has changed into a practical
strategy of how to solve the main problem of ignorance on social media for most of generation.
The results of this work might be useful for the creation of ontology for cyber-psychology
behavior for youngsters and Generation X, considering this a regional applicative strategy based
on local research.
Acknowledgment. Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of
COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly, whose main aim and objective is to establish an
international and interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness,
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and to support the creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor
environments for present and future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.
Key words: Internet Content Delivery, User Behavior, Causal Inference, QuasiExperimental Design, Online disinhibition effect, Antisocial personality disorder, Cyber
psychology, Deindividuation.
References
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0235590
https://people.cs.umass.edu/~ramesh/Site/HOME_files/imc208-krishnan.pdf
https://smallbusiness.chron.com/negative-effect-social-media-society-individuals-27617.html
https://www.prospectmagazine.co.uk/magazine/losing-our-minds-to-the-web
Technologiesramesh@cs.umass.edu
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4891856/

THE ELECTRONIC PLATFORM FOR FINANCIAL TRANSPARENCY
OF NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
Elena PODLESNOV, podlesnovelena11@gmail.com
Valentina CAPAŢINA, PhD, vcapatina@yahoo.com
ASEM, Chișinău, Republica Moldova
Purpose: Creating an online platform, analysis and financial transparency for seniors who
are part of various NGOs and have various problems in modern digitization, the platform being
one of the most effective solutions for online placement, developing modern skills while
maintaining identity and possibility to monitor financial transfers from organizations.
Design/methodology/approach: In this paper are presented a series of solutions for the
topic, recommendations for the efficient use of the platform, while reflecting the possibility of
the NGO to present in a simplistic form the financial reports.
Findings: Based on the research we found that in the Republic of Moldova there are about
800 NGOs, most of them existing on the basis of financial donations, which in the absence of
transparency are considered tax evasive and corrupt, consequently lacking a large number of
donors.
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Thus, the creation of a "Financial Transparency" platform would allow:
• Launching the platform in record time;
• Attracting donations right on the platform using a certain NGO code.
Research limitations/implications: This paper includes theoretical and practical aspects of
the use of a new digital platform, highlights the issues of national and global importance faced
by non-governmental organizations and contains immediate and effective solutions.
Practical implications: The results obtained from the implementation of this project idea
will help to obtain new grants, donations for organizations that defend the interests of the elderly,
but also their inclusion in a modern digital space.
Originality/value: The creation of such a platform would ensure a better financial aspect, as
the elderly or an NGO defending their interests do not in all cases have the necessary knowledge
to present financial reports, causing uncertainties in activity and diminishing the resources
attracted.
DAcknowledgment. Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of
COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly whose main aim and objective is to establish an
international and interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness,
and to support the creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor
environments for present and future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.

Section Nr. II. Continuity of the intellectual and emotional activities of older
people

FEATURES OF THE EMOTIONAL SPHERE OF PEOPLE IN OLD AGE
Eleonora DOTENCO, dotsencoel@gmail.com
Maria MORARU, morarumaria924@gmail.com
Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova, Chişinău, Republic of Moldova

The purpose of the work: to detect the main features of the emotional sphere of older
people and the changes that occur with age.
Design / methodology / approach: in this paper are exposed the strong and weak features
of the emotional sphere of older people, the hardships that they face emotionally due to the age
and attitude of society; also the paper employs an exploratory literature review investigating the
mental state of the elderly; this literature review serves as the starting point of subsequent
theorizing.
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Findings: based on the analysis carried out, we can state that the features of the emotional
sphere of older people are a problem that requires the involvement of the whole society in order
to solve it; based on the literature review we theorize that using this knowledge you can find a
way to improve the situation of older people in society.
Limitations / suggestions of research: the given work can lead to suggestions how each of
us individually and being as part of a group can adjust some changes to improve the situation of
older people.
Applicative value: the results of the work can be of interest both from a scientific point of
view, but also to each individual person, because the subject in question is something that each
person will encounter in his own life, either with its positive apects, but also with its negative
ones.
Scientific novelty and originality: the need to involve new methods of combating the
negative aspects of age; this article represents some news in that it initiates a dialogue about the
impact of society on the lives of elderly.
Field of implementation: the work in question is done within the framework of the
International teleconference "Creation of the Society of Consciousness".
Acknowledgment. Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of
COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly, whose main aim and objective is to establish an
international and interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness,
and to support the creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor
environments for present and future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.
Key words: emotional sphere, society, older people, positive apects, framework, new
methods.
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THE BENEFITS OF MUSICAL TRAINING IN THE ELDERLY AGE GROUP

Tinca BELINSCHI, B.M., Lynn University, Florida, tinkabelinski@yahoo.com
Axel Gonzalo ROJAS VALLEJOS, B.M., Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile; M.M.,
Lynn University, Florida; M.M., Rice University, Texas, axelrojas@gmail.com
Purpose: This research paper investigates the benefits of studying music in older citizens.
The paper aims to open a broad discussion around passive musical training, instrumental training
and how this activity influences the motor function, brain function, perception and emotional
experience in older citizens.
Design/methodology/approach: This research paper presents and analyzes literature which
investigates the impact of music on senior citizens and the general connection between music
and the man as a living system. Besides the literature review, the paper presents individual cases
of senior citizens learning a musical instrument and their experiences.
Findings: Based on the literature review, we can conclude that studying music at an older
age is beneficial to one’s physical, cognitive and emotional health. A few benefits of engaging in
a musical activity are: stimulating the brain, developing multisensory motor skills and
experiencing a healthy emotional reward.
Research limitations/implications: The literature review and case presentation serves as a
starting point for further field research. Some implications of the benefits of learning a musical
instrument could be further researched in older citizens who suffer from various neurological
diseases.
Practical implications: This research paper argues that studying music is not only an
enjoyable experience for the elderly, but rather an activity that could be vital for the mental and
physical health of older citizens. Private or group music classes could be regularly offered in
retirement homes and senior centers, so the elderly are tempted to engage in musical activities.
Originality/value: The benefits of listening to music and learning a musical instrument have
been researched extensively over the past decades; however, most of the research available
covers the early stages of cognitive and motor development. As a result of that, most people who
start learning to play an instrument are of younger age. This paper discusses the benefits of
learning a musical instrument at any age, focusing on the elderly age group. The purpose of the
research is to present the benefits of studying music and encourage this activity for the specified
demographic
group.
DAcknowledgment: Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of
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COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly, whose main aim and objective is to establish an
international and interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness,
and to support the creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor
environments for present and future generations.

Impactul muzicii de cameră asupra persoanelor în etate
Delia MICUSHA, BS, MS Student, “Gh. Dima” Music Academy, ClujNapoca,
deliamicusa@gmail.com
Ramon Marian VÎGA, BS, MS Student, “Gh. Dima” Music Academy, ClujNapoca,
marian.vaga_ramon@yahoo.com
Scopul lucrării: Evidențierea bazelor muzicale a muzicii camerale privind transmiterea,
menținerea și dezvoltărea bunastăriilor spirituale, intelectuale și emoționale a persoanelor în
etate.
Design-ul/metodologia/abordarea: Cercetarea prezintă subiecte bazate pe argumente pro și
contra de genuri muzicale camerale preferate de persoanele în vârstă în scopul creării stărilor
spirituale, intelectuale și emoționale generate de acestea.
Constatări: În baza analizei efectuate, putem concluziona, că muzica de cameră și senzațiile
declanșate în urma ascultării ei denotă faptul că domeniul este unul important, asigurând
continuarea dezbaterilor privind dezvoltarea acestui domeniu în sferele persoanelor în etate.
Limitări/sugestii de cercetare: Cercetarea prezentă direcționează evoluțiile spirituale,
intelectuale și emoționale cu privire la transmiterea, menținerea și dezvoltărea anumitor genuri,
piese, fragmente și tonalități muzicale camerale, de exemplu: tonalitatea minoră, folclor
tradițional, fragmente din opere, genul clasic instrumental, care își pun amprenta asupra stărilor
spirituale, intelectuale și emoționale a persoanelor în etate.
Valoarea aplicativă: Rezultatele cercetării sunt susţinute de valoarea constatărilor,
concluziilor şi recomandărilor, care pot fi utile atât în privința transmiterii, menținerii și
dezvoltării bunastărilor spirituale, intelectuale și emoționale a persoanelor în etate, cât și
muzicienilor în domeniu, cadrelor didactice din învăţământul superior, studenţilor la însuşirea şi
studierea dimensiunilor fenomenului cultural, instituţiilor de analiză statistică, fiind aplicate la
stabilirea noilor direcţii de dezvoltare și cercetare în scopul direcționării spre ramura culturală a
bunăstării spirituale, intelectuale și emoționale a persoanelor în etate.
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Noutatea şi originalitatea ştiinţifică: Fundametarea studiului direcționează instituțiile
culturale și nu numai către implementarea noilor idei în privința transmiterii, menținerii și
dezvoltării bunastăriilor spirituale, intelectuale și emoționale a persoanelor în etate prin
intermediul unei rețele TV de conștientizare și savurare a muzicii de cameră.
Mediul implementării: Cercetarea în cauză este efectuată în cadrul Proiectului instituţional
al ASEM ”Crearea Societății Conștiinței” al Programului European SHAFE: Smart Healthy Agefriendly Environment.
Sustenabilitatea: Crearea unei rețele TV de evaluare a conștiinței muzicale spirituale,
intelectuale și emoționale de muzică camerală a persoanelor în vârstă din spațiul românesc în
cadrul Comunității Europene.
Acknowledgment: Cercetarea actuală a fost evaluată în cadrul ghidului și cu sprijinul
COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly, al cărei scop și obiectiv principal este de a stabili o rețea
internațională și interdisciplinară de cercetători din toate sectoarele pentru a stimula
conștientizarea și pentru a sprijini crearea și punerea în aplicare a unor medii inteligente,
sănătoase, interioare și exterioare pentru generațiile prezente și viitoare.

WORKING CONDITIONS OF AN AGEING WORKFORCE
Ioan NEGOIȚA, AESM, Chișinău, Moldova, ioannegoitsa@gmail.com
Valentina CAPAŢINA, PhD, Dr. AESM, Chisinau, R. Moldova, vcapatina@yahoo.com
Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova, Chişinău, Republic of Moldova

Purpose: This report looks at ways in which the quality of work and employment can be
promoted in order to encourage workers to remain in the labor market for a longer period of time
and thus to achieve the economic objectives of the entities, based on job growth, quality and
durability throughout the life cycle.
Design/methodology/approach: the report focuses on four key areas:
 ensuring career and employment security;
 maintaining and promoting the health and well-being of workers;
 developing skills and competencies;
 reconciling working and non-working life.
All of these factors are significant in shaping the age structure of Europe’s workforce.
Findings: Based on the analysis we can conclude that age is an important factor in
describing working conditions and that significant differences emerge between younger and
older workers. For instance, compared with younger workers, older workers are less exposed to
physical risks in the working environment and enjoy a higher degree of autonomy in the
workplace and a lower degree of work intensity.
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Research limitations/implications: This paper leads to discussions about ensuring working
conditions for the elderly, given that in a few years the number of elderly people will be equal to
the number of active people.
Practical implications: The results obtained from this work will emphasize the importance
of developing a favorable work environment for the elderly. In this context, it is important to
monitor the working conditions of workers approaching retirement age in order to determine the
factors that may lead to their early exit from the labor market. In order to increase the
sustainability of work for older workers, measures will need to focus on these issues in the
future.
Originality/value: the necessity to create working conditions for seniors and to monitor the
sustainability of work among young workers, who face a higher incidence of job insecurity and
risk exposure.
Acknowledgment. Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of
COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly, whose main aim and objective is to establish an
international and interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness,
and to support the creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor
environments for present and future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.

ACTIVE AGING: PROFESSIONALISM AND DEDICATION VS. RISKS
Pavel CEPRAGA, ASEM, Chisinau, R. Moldova, pavelcepraga1@gmail.com
Valentina CAPAŢINA, PhD, Dr. AESM, Chisinau, R. Moldova, vcapatina@yahoo.com

Purpose: Identifying the motivational factors for the continuity of work and
professional harassment targeting the elderly, with extensive professional experience, in
terms of dedication to work.
Design / Methodology / Approach: The research displays the cause-effect relationship
between the dedication to the work done and the professional risks characteristic of the field
of activity.
Findings:Long-term professional activity with psycho-emotional involvement is
associated with a low level of intellectual and functional dysfunction.Doing work with
dedication and professionalism involves a high level of empathy.Performing laborious work
tasks with dedication can generate anxiety as a result of not achieving the expected
result.Occupational hazards that may occur in the elderly, working in the medical and
educational field have become, in part, common during the Sars-CoV2 pandemic.The lack
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of financial stability of employees in the Republic of Moldova requires older people to work
in high-risk conditions.
Research limitations/Implications: Access to information on the elderly in the medical
field is limited, as institutions operate on a special basis.It is proposed to conduct a
comparative study of the interconnection between dedication and occupational risks, in the
elderly in urban and rural areas of the Republic of Moldova.
Practical implications:The applicability of the research results derives from the
findings obtained, and the data stated could serve as a benchmark in:Development of
strategies for the development of social assistance programs for the elderly.Identifying
opportunities for inclusion in the workplace according to psycho-emotional and
physiological needs.Increasing the level of socialization and communication, through
mentoring activities in partnership with elderly/experienced employees and young
specialists.
Originality/Value: Identify the tangential points of motivation and risk between
various areas of work, accessible to the elderly, and obtain up-to-date information in this
regard in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Acknowledgment. Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support
of COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly the main aim and objective of which is to establish
an international and interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster
awareness, and to support the creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and
outdoor environments for present and future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST
CA 16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON),
this way creating a better society for everybody.

PROVISION OF TOURIST SERVICES TO SENIORS
IN THEAGE OF TECHNOLOGY
Crina-Maria COJOCARU, ASEM, Chisinau, RM, crina-mari@hotmail.com
Valentina CAPAŢINA, PhD, Dr. AESM, Chisinau, RM, vcapatina@yahoo.com
Purpose: The aim and objectives of the paper are to study the tourist services provided to
seniors. Tourist services are the basis of any tourist entity including characteristics, classification
and quality that influence the decision and opinion of the customer (consumer) and their
evolution through the implementation of technology.
Design/methodology/approach: this paper addresses the specific concepts of tourist
services. During the research, was conducted a questionnaire through which were detected the
preferences of seniors' services.
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Findings: synthesizing various approaches from the literature we can say that tourist
services have a number of characteristics such as: intangibility, inseparability and heterogeneity.
The technologies used for the provision of tourist services, allow the service providers to
offer them at a high quality, in a short time. The main conclusion is that seniors are a growing
category of tourists who have the time and finances to travel and the correct provision of tourism
services is the key to the success of tourism entities.
Research limitations/implications: following the research we realized that new trends and
technologies appear every day that help to improve the provision of tourist services, so travel
agents must be constantly informed and if necessary learn new methods and techniques to
compete in the tourism industry.
Practical implications: tourist services are a range of activities that can be provided by
specialists in the field from and to any corner of the earth, depending on the needs of the tourist.
Originality/value: The application of new technologies shows their originality and
permanent modernization. However, people will play the main role in providing services,
because the need to communicate with peers cannot be reduced.
Implementation: the main providers of tourist services are hotels, transport companies, tour
operators and travel agencies, organizations that offer excursion and guide-translator services.
Acknowledgment. The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out
within the COST CA 16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly
(SHELD-ON), this way creating a better society for everybody.

INFORMATION TECHHOLOGIES IN THE INSURANCE SECTOR
Valentina POPUȘOI, AESM, Chișinău, R. Moldova, popusoivalentina0@gmail.com
Valentina CAPAŢINA, PhD, Dr. AESM, Chisinau, R. Moldova, vcapatina@yahoo.com
Purpose: Studying the digital transformation in the insurance sector and developing it based
on the development of intelligent information systems. Changing customer expectations pushes
the non-technology industry to adopt telematics solutions, the internet of things, enterprise-level
applications and cloud computing to improve customer engagement, reduce operating costs and
provide new types of insurance services and products.
Design /methodology /aproach: In this article I will try to estimate the impact of
information technology on insurance business and define the trends of insurance technology for
the near future.
Findings: Based on the analysis, it was found that information technologies in the field of
insurance, have a primary role in economic activity, because it facilitates the systematization,
collection, identification, registration of customer data and assessment of its material condition.
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At the same time, they streamline the generation of information reports to substantiate
subsequent decisions.
Research limitations /implications: This paper demonstrates the possibilities offered by
information technologies in the activity of insurance companies:
Smart Case uses a Smart Home solution, thanks to environmental sensors that detect mold,
smoke and toxic fumes in commercial and residential buildings, insurance agents can
significantly improve risk assessment and loss rates;
Telematics and autonomous vehicles. Telematics solutions measure several parameters,
including mileage, speed, braking and rotation, thus providing insurers with invaluable
information about the driver's behavior;
Insurance companies can use Big Data for case-based damage management, smart pricing
and damage assessment.
Practical implications: The results of the paper are supported by practical examples and the
evaluation of the prospects of implementing a system of technologies in the field of product
insurance uses the intelligent robot AI Jim to reduce documents, eliminate bureaucracy and solve
claims in just a few hours.
Originality/value: Presenting a study and also comparing the current method of offering
insurance technology start-ups. They also claim that 80% of property and accident insurance
companies will seek the support of "insurtech" start-ups to secure their positions in the
competitive market. The digital transformation of the insurance industry has officially begun and it's up to you to join.
Acknowledgment. Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of
COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly the main aim and objective of which is to establish an
international and interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness,
and to support the creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor
environments for present and future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.

THE EVOLUTION OF E-LEARNING DURING COVID-19 CRISIS
Valentina TÎRȘU, vtirsu@mail.ru
Daria OZERENSCAIA, darastoz@gmail.com
Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova, Chişinău, Republic of Moldova
The present study emphasizes the evolution and the global impact of the e-learning process
during COVID 19. The implementation of lockdown and social distancing has been enforced as
one of the preventive measures to spread the coronavirus infection which has resulted in
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complete paralysis of global activities. Especially the education system, which is completely shut
and to proceed with the academic curriculum, there is a shift from the regular learning process to
electronic learning.
This can be cited with an increased number of online classes, conferences, meetings, etc. It
can be noted that the world is completely dependent on information technologies during this
crisis.
Hence, the present study provides an insight into the process of electronic learning and its
advantages along with the updated version of its usage. To best of our knowledge, there have
been scanty scientific reports on this particular situation of the impact of e-learning during
COVID 19.
Keywords: E-learning, COVID-19, pandemic crisis, Google apps, Online learning, distance
learning.
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MUZICA ESTE LIMBĂ UNIVERSALĂ INTERGENERAȚIONALĂ
LA ROMÂNI
Maria BELINSCHI, Colegiul de Muzică „Sigismund TODUȚĂ”, Cluj Napoca, Dumitru
MICUȘA, ULIM,Tatiana LUPAN, Academia de Muzică, Teatru şi Arte Plastice din epublica
Moldova, tlupan@gmail.com, Nicoleta TODOROI, Opera Națională Română din Cluj-Napoca,
ntodoroi@yahoo.com, Dumitru BELINSKI, Academia Națională de Muzică Gheorghe Dima",
dimabelinski@yahoo.com, Tinka BELINSKI, BS, MS, Lynn University, Florida
tinkabelinski@yahoo.com, Delia MICUȘA, BS, MS, Academia Națională de Muzică „Gheorghe
Dima", deliamicusa@yahoo.com, Anatolie RUDEI, Soroca
Scopul. Dezvoltarea unui Proiect Internațional intergenerațional de lungă durată de
implementare a muzicii în viața de toate zilele a populației românești. Proiectul constituie
rîdicarea esențială a cunoașterii muzicii, a culturii și spiritului musical al maselor cu crearea
comunităților și societăților musicale psihologic prietenoase intergeneraționale și atingerea unui
nivel înalt musical al populației cu reflexe optimiste psihologic prietenoase intergeneraționale în
Societate.
Design-ul/metodologia/abordarea: Studierea literaturii muzicaledin domeniul evoluției
bunăstării persoaanelor în etate, a metodelor de implementarea a muzicii în conștiința oamenilor,
a mediilor de de asigurare a continuității proceselor de învățare a bazelor conștiinței musicale,
evaluare a lor și implementare în viața de zi cu zi. Propunerea creării unei rețele de asigurare a
continuității implementării constante a muzicii în conștiința românilor din toate ţările.
Constatări: Cu muzică omul pășește în viață, se naște, trăește și moare. Muzica este prima
sursă din setul tuturor mijloacelor de comunicare intre oameni de toate generațiile. Ea este
percepută de bebeluși ca o sursă de mîngîere și constituie obiectul cel mai dorit și apreciat de
copiii din creșe și de elevii din ghimnazii și licee. Muzica este armonia în comunicările dintre
sexele tinere din colegii și instituții de învățămînt superior. Muzica râdică dispoziția, înviorează
și sporește productivitatea muncii. Muzica este motorul optimismului, a bunei dispoziții, a
progresului spiritual, intelecual și emoțional intergenerațional.
Limitări/sugestii de cercetare: Cercetarea studierii, transmiterii, menținerii și dezvoltării
anumitor genuri, piese, fragmente și alte lucruri specifice fenomenului muzicii în sociatate
reprezintă o operă de foarte largă amploare. Muzica implementează evoluțiile spirituale,
intelectuale și emoționale în cadrul asigurării bunăstării în special a persoanelor în etate.
Aprovizionarea acestor lucruri de mass-media poate uni masele de români de pretutindeni la
asigurarea locului decent a românilor în lume.
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Valoarea aplicativă: Dezvoltarea unei rețele sociale de implementare a muzicii pentru toate
vîrstele a românilor de pretutindeni. Implicarea credinței musicale în muzicialitatea vieții, cu
cunoașterea muzicii, cu cristalizarea și reținerea cunoștințelor muzicale, cu instalarea spiritului
musical, cu implementarea largă a conștiinței musicale regionale, europene și internaționale.
Procedirile de atingere a scopului nobil de prevelare a muzicii în viața societății presupune
educația muzicală, începînd cu azele musicale, continuînd cu educația genurilor și a categoriilor
musicale, diferențierea aplicațiilor musicale cu exemplificarea largă în mase. Promovarea
cercurilor muzicale, meselor rotunde musicale, seratelor și școlilor de vară, toamnă, iarnă și
primăvară musicale, ansamblurilor și concursurilor musicale.
Noutatea şi originalitatea ştiinţifică: Limba muzicii împreună cu limba gesturilor și limba
dansului în viața de toate zilele, fiind o credință multiplă conștientizată și asigurată cu fapte de
implementare, tinde spre înfrânarea, răbdarea și evlavia românizmului prin prezența dragostei de
neam și iubirei de popoare.
Rețeaua multi media și mass media, care disăpune de aceste lucruri, asigură psihologic și
multilatural sănătatea spirituală, intelectuală și emoțională a tuturor generațiilor și în primul rând
a vârstnicilor.
Mediul implementării: Instrumentele de atingere a scopului constau în crearea unui
consorțiu de organizații și instituții educaționale, administrative și sociale republicane, regionale
și europene de diferit nivel cu implicarea masivă a mijloacelor mass-media.
Acknowledgment. Cercetarea actuală a fost evaluată în cadrul ghidului și cu sprijinul COST
CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly al cărui scop și obiectiv principal este de a stabili o rețea
internațională și interdisciplinară de cercetători din toate sectoarele pentru a stimula
conștientizarea și pentru a sprijini crearea și punerea în aplicare a unor medii inteligente,
sănătoase, interioare și exterioare pentru generațiile prezente și viitoare.

THE CAREER PLAN OF THE BEGINNER TEACHING STAFF
Ioana IONEL, ioana.ionel@upt.ro, Ramon Mihai BALOGH, ramon.balogh@upt.ro,
Mihail Reinhold WÄCHTER, mihail.wachter@student.upt.ro,
Ioana Anca HĂLMACIU, ioana.halmaciu@student.upt.ro
Mottos [www.stylecaster.com]:
"You will never make a fortune working for a boss." - Jeanette Walls
"Your career is like a garden. It can sustain a lot of vital energies that become a reward for
you. You don't have to grow a single species in your garden. You don't have to do one thing in
your career." - Jennifer Ritchie Payette
"The worst days of those who love what they do are better than the best days of those who
don't like what they do." - E. James Rohn
"Choose a job you love and you won't have to work a single day of your life." - Confucius
"It's not what you accomplish, but the obstacles you overcome that matter. They really define
your career." - Carton Fisk
"Work for what you will become, not for what you will gather." - Elbert Hubbard
"The best way to predict the future is to build it." - Abraham Lincoln
"I think everyone should experience defeat at least once in their career. You invest a lot in a
defeat." - Thomas A. Edison
"Just because you failed doesn't mean you're a failure. It means you still haven't succeeded."
- Robert H. Schuller
"Find out what you like to do the most and convince someone to pay you for it."
- Katherine Whitehorn
"If you're offered a place on a spaceship, don't ask what place! Get on with that."
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- Sheryl Sandberg
"Feeling confident or pretending to be confident is absolutely necessary to seize your
opportunities. It's a cliché, but opportunities are rarely offered. They are caught."
- Sheryl Sandberg
Extended Abstract
The paper focuses on helpful concepts for drawing up the individual career plan addressed
especially to young specialist as for example master or PhD students focusing on the university
career for teaching and research. The classic definition is: The career is an individual's
metaphorical "journey" through learning, work and other aspects of life. There are a number of
ways to define career and the term is used in a variety of ways (Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Career ). The Oxford English Dictionary defines the word "career"
as a person's "course or progress through life (or a distinct portion of life)". This definition
relates "career" to a range of aspects of an individual's life, learning, and work. "Career" is also
frequently understood by young people and not only to relate to the working aspects of an
individual's life.
Building a successful career doesn’t happen overnight, unfortunately, and every individual
must work hard to get there. However, getting to a point where you’ll actually have a successful
career isn’t that hard, to begin with, but only if you have a clear goal in mind. Getting there will
be difficult if you don’t plan the journey accordingly. With that in mind, here are a few strategies
that will help you build a successful career [https://mikemcritchie.com/effective-strategies-tobuild-a-successful-career/, accessed 14.02.2021].
Career can be also perceived as a desideratum, a state, a context of life that ensures the
highest degree of satisfaction and professional, intellectual, material, financial, etc. fulfillment.
Thus, the concept of career has several meanings:
advancement - this vision involves mobility, promotion in an organization or in the
professional hierarchy;
profession - according to this point of view, certain occupations constitute a career, while
other occupations are thought of as jobs;
succession of positions throughout life - career is the history of individual positions. It can
also be seen as a succession of functions, in the ascending order of prestige through which the
employee passes in an orderly manner, according to a predictable rule;
series of lifelong roles related to experience (eg employee, community member, etc.) subjective approach that focuses on the history of a work experience that may include their own
conceptions, aspirations, successes, failures. This assumes that a career is an individual concept
because each person has a unique succession of work-related experiences;
individual perception of the succession of attitudes and behaviors, associated with work
experiences and activities throughout personal life.
dynamic framework in which a person perceives his life in its entirety - subjective
interpretation in which the significance of different personal qualities, actions and things are
analyzed.
This definition considers both subjective aspects (experience, roles) and objective ones
(attitudes and behaviors on positions), without referring to what it means to advance people.
A career can be long or short, and an individual can have several careers, one after the other
or at the same time. In general, two important aspects of the career can be distinguished:
objective career - which is based on staff development and therefore its chances of
promotion;
subjective career - which takes into account the self-perception and the role of work in the
life of each individual. In common parlance, the scope of the career concept is often restricted to
the professional field. However, in order to designate the area of activities related to the
profession, it is advisable to use the term "professional career".
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Professional career is the path taken by a person in the profession for which he prepared,
going through various positions, positions and roles. For example, in the teaching career in
university education, someone can hold various positions (assistant professor, lecturer / head of
papers, associate professor, professor) or various positions (department director, director, dean,
rector, etc.).
According to Schreuder, A. M. G. (2006). Careers: An Organizational Perspective. p. 187,
an individual's decision to join a firm may depend on any of the three factors: (i) objective factor,
(ii) subjective factor and (iii) critical contact.
Objective factor theory assumes that the applicants are rational. The choice, therefore, is
exercised after an objective assessment of the tangible benefits of the job. Factors may include
the salary, other benefits, location, opportunities for career advancement, etc.
Subjective factor theory suggests that decision making is dominated by social and
psychological factors. The status of the job, reputation of the organization, and other similar
factors plays an important role.
Critical contact theory advances the idea that a candidate's observations while interacting
with the organization plays a vital role in decision making. For example, how the recruiter keeps
in touch with the candidate, the promptness of response and similar factors are important. This
theory is more valid with experienced professionals.

THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 PANDEMY ON THE EDUCATIONAL
ECOSYSTEM IN REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA
Lucia CEPRAGA, PhD, Dr. AESM, Chisinau, R. Moldova, cepragalucia@gmail.com
Valentina CAPAŢINA, PhD, Dr. AESM, Chisinau, R. Moldova, vcapatina@yahoo.com
Purpose of the research: to identify the problems caused by the COVID-19 pandemic in
the educational ecosystem of the Republic of Moldova and to sensitize the decision makers
regarding the de facto situation of the actors directly involved in the educational process.
Design/methodology/approach: the research shows the strengths and weaknesses of digital
education, of the educational ecosystem in the Republic of Moldova
Findings: The proper functioning of the educational ecosystem in the Republic of Moldova
is directly dependent on the interrelation of a set of subsystems
The educational ecosystem in the Republic of Moldova, in grosso modo, is based on sound
educational policies, promoted by the state in order to ensure technical and scientific progress in
all social and economic spheres and the rally to the international education system.
The fulminant development of the society, of the information technology dictates the
redefinition of the learning process, including by the extension of the so-called educational
ecosystem (learning ecosystem).
In the Republic of Moldova, the pandemic has profoundly affected education and aggravated
existing social inequities in the country's educational ecosystem.
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It has been extremely difficult for both children and teachers to adapt to distance learning.
The use of information and communication technology (ICT) to ensure the continuity of
distance learning has become the main priority of the education system in the Republic of
Moldova.
However, the pandemic also outlined in the biotopy chapter certain weaknesses (problems)
of the educational ecosystem in the Republic of Moldova, including: the limited number of
computers available, their condition, the state of the operating system and the logistical planning
necessary for it etc.
Another problem directly concerns the biocenosis of the educational ecosystem in the
Republic of Moldova, a large part of the teachers in the educational system of the Republic of
Moldova, in fact many students, found themselves unable to use these technical means.
Research limitations/implications: his scientific approach brings to the fore topics on the
unsatisfactory state of the situation in the national educational ecosystem, exacerbated by
COVID-19.
Practical implications: The applicability of the research results derives from the findings
made, the stated conclusions, which could serve to draw some development policies and
strategies, optimization of the educational system in the Republic of Moldova.
Originality/value: elucidation of the problems in the national educational ecosystem by
reporting to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic in the Republic of Moldova.
Acknowledgment. The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out
within the COST CA 16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly
(SHELD-ON), this way creating a better society for everybody.

e-Education, e-Training and e-Learning in the post-pandemic stage
Tudor BRAGARU, Associate Professor PhD, U.S.M., Chisinau, tbragaru@usm.md
Background. In the last two decades, a lot has been written about the vitality of eEducation, e-Training, e-Learning in the modern (information) knowledge-basedsociety, which
is in a continuousimprovementprocess. By the beginning of 2019, the models, the platforms, the
solutions for formal, non-formal and informal teaching-training-learning are already well
established and justified; including initial and continuing adult education; open distance learning;
the four great openings of distance e-Learning for anything, by anyone, from anywhere and
anytime. Different models of delivery of education learning are developed, either within existing
institutions or by creating open institutions, open platforms and massively open online courses
(MOOCs), which has led to a considerable increase in accessibility at low prices, some-time free
etc. But the cataclysmic changes of 2020, imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic, highlight a
number of new challenges regarding the education systems in general and the processes of initial
and continuing lifelong learning in particular, including the ways of training-teaching-learningevaluation etc.
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Purpose. Awareness of new challenges and trends in the transformation of educational
environments at the post-COVID-19 stage.
Design/methodology/approach: The paper contains a brief analysis, elucidation and
synthesis of new challenges and trends in the transformation of education at the post-COVID-19
stage. Their awareness would allow a better targeting of investments to improve the educational
environments.
Findings: According to UNESCO, rapid changes in the education environments, driven by
COVID-19, have affected more when 70% of all pupils and students. The rules of social distance
have forced face-to-face lectures to be replaced by online solutions. "Physical closure" of
schools, universities, colleges, etc. with "overnight distance learning" exacerbates the existing
disparities in the education systems and the emergence of others, some quite severe. For
example, most students have limited access to the computers, Internet, Wi-Fi. Wi-Fi as an
Internet connection is not sufficiently powerful and reliable. Interruptions of
synchronousactivities cause stress for teachers/learners, students and their parents, who are not
used to technology, etc.
Limitations / research suggestions. Many of the old e-Learning paradigms, forms,
platforms, including infrastructure solutions, need to be reviewed, rethought and adapted to the
new conditions.
Application value: The post-pandemic world will have a higher demand for opportunities
and resources for e-Education, e-Training, e-Learning, e-Teaching, etc. Elucidation and express
analysis of post-pandemic challenges and trends can be useful for the top educational
management, teachers and researchers to establish and implement the projects and measures for
the development and continuous adaptation of learning environments appropriate to specific
contexts.
Acknowledgment. Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of
COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly, whose main aim and objective is to establish an
international and interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness,
and to support the creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor
environments for present and future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.

THE IRRATIONAL USE OF RESOURCES AS A RESULT OF THE
CONFLICT BETWEEN GENERATIONS
Amalia JILCA, jilcaa@mail.ru, Varvara ȚAPCOV, varvara.tapcov@gmail.com
Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova, Chişinău, Republic of Moldova
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Purpose: The most important purpose is to identify the biggest problems which threaten
both older and younger generations to meliorate the environment and the ecological situation to
live a healthier life.
Design/methodology/approach: This work will be a research which will highlight the
actual weak points of our ecological system and will help us develop a better understanding on
how to solve them.
Findings: Intergenerational equity is a core concept of sustainability, typically expressed as
a concern for future generations. Intergenerational equity is usually associated with Our
Common Future's definition of sustainable development, “development that meets the needs of
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. It is
considered that the future generations will have at least three requirements. First one, regarding
costs and benefits, it should be taken into consideration that the future generations are to enjoy
these benefits. Second one, the sustainability should be developed as a whole, which means that
the future generations have the right to a nondeteriorated ecological and economic environment.
Third one, an appropriate intitutional network to recognize the importance of the rights
mentioned bellow and to manage the further accordance of the reality with the plan. The work
will show some clear solutions to respect all three conditions.
Research limitations/implications: The project is meant to identify some of the potential
solutions for the ecological catastrophe in Moldova, however some of them might be hard to
implementor can be really costly at the beginning.
Practical implications: The results of this work might be useful for the young ecologists of
our country who are interested in not only correcting the situations, but also keeping it at a
healthy level and teaching future generations on how to conserve the environment.
Acknowledgment: Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of
COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly, whose main aim and objective is to establish an
international and interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness,
and to support the creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor
environments for present and future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.
Key words: ecology, enviroment, intergeneration, ecological system.
References
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Section Nr. III. Sustainability of intergenerational friendly environments

INTENSIFYING THE COMPUTERIZATION PROCESS OF SENIORS
Marcela VARZARI, ASEM, Chisinau, R. Moldova, marchiela@mail.ru
Valentina CAPAŢINA, PhD, Dr. AESM, Chisinau, R. Moldova, vcapatina@yahoo.com
Purpose: Research and justification of the need to involve modern IT in the medical
industry and adjust it for the availability of perception of use even by the elderly.
Design / methodology / approach: The reported research reports the advantages,
disadvantages and impact of the implementation of modern information technologies in the
medical field.
Findings: Based on the study we can decide that the implementation and development of
information technology in the medical industry is an important advance both in terms of
emergency management and demonstrates the positive impact on the doctor-patient relationship,
improving availability with the latest achievements scientifically and in parallel quickly
processing the patient's medical history.
Research Limitations / Suggestions: The reported research demonstrates the possibilities
offered by modern information technologies in the medical industry and presents some steps
towards their effective implementation.
Applicative value: The research presented is based on real and practical data that reflect the
need to implement information technologies in the medical field. The results of the research are
supported by findings and recommendations on how to train and employ older people in the
medical field in the whole process of using modern information technologies. These results can
be used by: medical institutions for the training of the elderly, training companies, in the drafting
of scientific and didactic research, national research offices and monitoring of the activity of the
elderly.
Scientific topicality and originality: Demonstrating the need to implement information
technologies in the medical field and adjusting them to be used by all age groups, developing a
scientific teaching algorithm for maximum efficient information of seniors, analyzing
requirements in proportion to the possibilities offered by this sector.
Implementation environment: This study was conducted in several hospitals in Chisinau,
Moldova.
Acknowledgment. Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of
COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly, whose main aim and objective is to establish an
international and interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness,
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and to support the creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor
environments for present and future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.

CONTUNUITY OF INTELLECTUAL AND EMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES
OF ELDER PEOPLE
Cătălina RACU, catalinaracu2000@gmail.com
Maria MORARU, morarumaria924@gmail.com
Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova, Chișinău, Republic of Moldova
Purpose: The most important purpose is to defining age categories, to finding weaknesses
and strengths in the intellectual and emotional support of older people and after that to promote
the opportunities and rights of older people.
Design / methodology / approach: This work presents the strengths and weaknesses of the
continuity of intellectual and emotional activities of older people, but also their methods of social
involvement in the daily life of society, which will allow debates on this topic addressed in this
paper.
Findings: Based on the study we can conclude that continuity and involvement in the
intellectual and emotional activities of older people in most cases is beneficial, morally and
mentally, only a small part of the elderly suffering from diseases such as Alzheimer's,
Parkinson's and dementia will accuse neurodegenerative diseases, low income, reduced
opportunities to continue working, poor health are a major obstacle to active aging.
Research limitations / suggestions: This paper will reveal the realmental and economic
situation of old people which will provoke controversy regarding to the socio-intellectual and
emotional involvement of older people.
Practical implications: The communication channels between the Government and the
elderly population could be improved through better representation and more topics of
discussion. Mass media and communication models could be used effectively to creatively
promote the idea of active aging. Communication channels between the Government and the
people Companies should be encouraged to be more proactive in supporting employee
participation in volunteer activities. More formal care options for children and the elderly would
also allow the elderly population to consider a wider range of options for taking part in social
life.
Acknowledgment. Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of
COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly, whose main aim and objective is to establish an
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international and interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness,
and to support the creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor
environments for present and future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.
Key words: implication, elderly population, Government, Neurodegenerativedisease,
average age, support, implication, activities, emotional health.
References:
http://cnpv.ro/wpcontent/uploads/2020/03/
https://jurnalul.ro/viata-sanatoasa/starea-de-sanatate/
https://casa-fabian.ro/idei-de-activitati-potrivite-pentru-varstnici/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/269648271_Continuity_and_Adaptation_in_Aging
_Creating_Positive_Experiences
https://www.hindawi.com/journals/jar/2012/384875/

FOR AN ACTIVE LIFE AT ANY AGE
Valeria COBILEANSCHI, ASEM, Chisinau, R. Moldova, valeriacobileanschi@gmail.com
Valentina CAPAŢINA, PhD, Dr. AESM, Chisinau, R. Moldova, vcapatina@yahoo.com
Purpose of the paper: in this paper we mark the importance of activities but also their
diversity for the Elderly, as well as creating good conditions in which to carry out their activities
after reaching retirement age, thus expressing deep consideration for the elderly, who throughout
their lives they have contributed to the consolidation of society, the education and the
transmission of national values to future generations.
Design / methodology / approach: this paper presents the opportunities and strengths for an
active life of the Elderly in the Republic of Moldova, which will ensure and promote the
continuation of efficient and productive life, will support the elderly with material difficulties
and with health problems will also urge other seniors to change their lifestyle.
Findings: based on our studies, we can conclude that a large part of the activities of the
elderly in the Republic of Moldova consists only of work, but besides them there are also people
who promote a healthy and dynamic lifestyle.
Limitations / research suggestions: this paper leads to discussions on the lifestyle of the
Elderly who have contributed to the benefit of society as a whole, also in this paper we will find
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some methods to develop effective and beneficial activities for the elderly in the Republic of
Moldova.
Applicative value: the results obtained from this work will contribute to the promotion and
support of activities: assets; dynamic; productive; of the elderly in the Republic of Moldova, who
after reaching retirement age mostly deal only with land cultivation, daily work being the main
occupation, but we find people who promote a new healthy lifestyle, informative and active
regardless of age. We owe to them everything we have today, the heritage and the values they
have passed down from generation to generation, so it is well worth it to age beautifully and to
have a decent life.
Scientific novelty and originality: the need to substantiate new ideas of occupations and
their integration into the daily life of the Elderly, which offers them a new lifestyle, the
development of a development plan and diversification with their right to economic security and
knowledge generation which would inform policy options to ensure an adequate standard of
living for present and future groups of older people.
Implementation environment: the research in question is carried out within the “Seniors
Group” Project from Viișoara village, Edineț District, developed under the leadership of the
Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) - CASMED Community Organization.
Acknowledgment. Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of
COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly the main aim and objective of which is to establish an
international and interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness,
and to support the creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor
environments for present and future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.
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Section Nr. IV. Professional environments and communities of employees,
associates and affiliates

ASPECTELE POLITICII FISCALE ÎN MATERIE DE OCUPARE A
FORȚEI DE MUNCĂ PE PLAN NAȚIONAL ȘI INTERNAȚIONAL
Daniela MUNTEAN, BS, MS Student, ASEM, Chișinău, daniellamuntean@gmail.com
Corina BULGAC, dr., vicedirector Școala Masterală ASEM, Chișinău, corina-777@mail.ru
Scopul lucrării: constă în desf ășurarea analizei aspectelor teoretice și metodologice ale
politicii fiscale și a evaluării efectelor produse de obiectivele acesteia, asupra nivelului de
ocupare a forței de muncă pe plan național și în comparație cu practicile internaționale.
Design-ul/metodologia/abordarea:examinarea nivelului de ocupare a forței de muncă pe
plan național și internațional prin prisma indicatorilor determinanți ai activității economice a
populației în vârstă, aptă de muncă și rolul politicii fiscale asupra gradului de ocupare a forței de
muncă.
Constatări: în urma cercetării respective se constată că pe lângă prevederile politicii
generale a statului, a politicii sociale, și politica fiscală, evaluată prin prisma poverii fiscale,
joacă un rol semnificativ atât în ceea ce privește cererea de forță de muncă, cât și oferta acesteia.
Limitări/sugestii de cercetare: lucrarea dată vizează și se bazează pe studierea aprofundată
a aspectelor ce țin de domeniul impozitării veniturilor active, în special sub aspect de legislație
fiscală, prioritar fiind examinate și selectate acele obiective ale politicii fiscale naționale ce au
efecte asupra pieței muncii, ținând cont de practicile internaționale, cu precădere a statelor
europene.
Valoare aplicativă:constatările lucrării pot fi utile persoanelor angajate în câmpul muncii,
precum și celor care participă pe piața muncii în calitate de angajatori, atrăgând atenție asupra
faptului că nivelul înalt al impozitării duce la o povară fiscală mare pentru contribuabili, și
aceasta, respectiv, poate duce la reducerea gradului de ocupare a forței de muncă. Totodată,
corelarea cu practicile internaționale oferă o imagine de ansamblu asupra nivelului fiscalității în
mediul de muncă autohton și necesității de a identifica anumite soluții de îmbunătățire.
Acknowledgment. Cercetarea actuală a fost evaluată în cadrul ghidului și cu sprijinul COST
CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly al cărui scop și obiectiv principal este de a stabili o rețea
internațională și interdisciplinară de cercetători din toate sectoarele pentru a stimula
conștientizarea și pentru a sprijini crearea și punerea în aplicare a unor medii inteligente,
sănătoase, interioare și exterioare pentru generațiile prezente și viitoare.
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Rezultatele vor contribui la rezolvarea problemelor și acțiunilor desfășurate în cadrul COST
CA 16226, Îmbunătățirea spațiului de locuit interior: Smart Habitat pentru vârstnici (SHELDON), creând astfel o societate mai bună pentru toată lumea.

DIRECȚIILE DE SUSȚINERE A ACTIVITĂȚII AGENȚILOR
ECONOMICI CARE DISPUN DE SALARIAȚI CU DIZABILITĂȚI
Adriana PRODAN, BS, MS Student, ASEM, Chișinău, andryprodan@mail.ru
Corina BULGAC, Dr., univ.lect, , ASEM, Chisinău, corina-777@mail.ru
Scopul lucrării:analiza practicilor de susținere directă de către stat șifundamentarea
direcțiilor de susținerea activității a agenților economici care dispun de salariați cu dizabilități,
precum nevăzători, surzi, invalizi prin intermediul facilităților fiscale, precum și determinarea
intereselor statului de intervenire în mersul activității subiecților menționați prin acordarea
facilităților fiscale.
Design-ul/metodologia/abordarea: în lucrarea dată sunt expuse aspectele generale privind
temeiurile de acordare a facilităților fiscale agenților economici care dispun de salariați cu
dizabilități, esența acordării de către stat a facilităților fiscale și temeiurile ce au stat la baza
deciziei de anularea facilității privind TVA acordate subiecților nominalizați începînd cu 01 mai
2021.
Constatări: Diversele metode de cercetare și analiză aplicate în cadrul lucrării au permis
prezentarea coerentă a informației de actualitate și de interes public, și formularea unor concluzii
relevante despre modalitățile prin care statul acționează pentru a constata, că uneori acordarea
de către stat a unui set de facilități în vederea susținerii unei activități, precum facilitățile fiscale,
devin rampă de accelerare a schemelor înșelătoare în vederea obținerii unor înlesniri din partea
statului.
Limitări/sugestii de cercetare: lucrarea dată pune în evidență rolul și esența facilităților
fiscale acordate de către stat agenților economici care dispun de salariați cu dizabilități, totodată
oferind argumente întemeiate pe marginea deciziei de anulare a respectivei facilități fiscale
privind TVA acordate subiecților nominalizați.
Valoarea aplicativă: Rezultatele lucrării sunt susţinute de valoareaconstatărilor,
concluziilor pe marginea destinației aplicabilității de cătreagenții economici care dispun de
salariați cu dizabilități, precum și prevederile cadrului legislativ cu privire la susținerile oferite
de către statîntreprinderilor și organizațiilor asociației nevăzătorilor, surzilor și a societăților
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invalizilor prin introducerea facilității fiscale privind TVA pentru agenții economici care dispun
de salariați cu dizabilități.
Noutatea şi originalitatea ştiinţifică: constatarea necesității deevitare a acordării repetate a
facilității fiscale privind TVA agenților economici care dispun de salariați cu dizabilități.
Acknowledgment. Cercetarea actuală a fost evaluată în cadrul ghidului și cu sprijinul COST
CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly al cărui scop și obiectiv principal este de a stabili o rețea
internațională și interdisciplinară de cercetători din toate sectoarele pentru a stimula
conștientizarea și pentru a sprijini crearea și punerea în aplicare a unor medii inteligente,
sănătoase, interioare și exterioare pentru generațiile prezente și viitoare.
Rezultatele vor contribui la rezolvarea problemelor și acțiunilor desfășurate în cadrul COST
CA 16226, Îmbunătățirea spațiului de locuit interior: Smart Habitat pentru vârstnici (SHELDON), creând astfel o societate mai bună pentru toată lumea.

EFECTELE POLITICII FISCALE ASUPRA CALITAȚII VIEȚII
OAMENILOR IN ETATE
Natalia CHIPER, BS, MS Student, ASEM, Chișinauchiper.natalia@gmail.com
Corina BULGAC, dr., conf. univ., ASEM, Chișinau, corina-777@mail.ru
Scopul lucrării: prezentul articol are drept scop analiza situației populației vârstnice din
Republica Moldova, din perspectiva drepturilor acestui grup la o viață decentă, sub aspect de
analiză a obiectivelor și a efectelor politicii fiscale promovate la nivel național, care ar asigura
garantarea unui nivel adecvat de trai pentru actuala și viitoarele cohorte de persoane în etate.
Design-ul/metodologia/abordarea: în lucrare sunt prezentate rezultatele cercetării, în ceea
ce ține derolul politicii fiscale în asigurarea procesului de îmbătrânire a populației, prin prisma
evaluării sistemului național de pensii, ca parte integrantă a sistemului public de asigurări
sociale.
Constatări: urmare a analizei efectuate a fost posibilă identificarea provocarilor cu care
seconfruntă sistemul actual de pensii, menținerea și dezvoltarea asigurării unui nivel decent al
vieții oamenilor în etate, prin prisma unui regim de impozitare facilitar a veniturilor obținute de
aceștia, cât și prin prisma elaborării propunerilor pentru atenuarea impactului generat de politica
fiscală asupra situației financiare și sociale a acestora.
Limitări/sugestii de cercetare: cercetarea dată se bazează pe fundamentarea, din punct de
vedere științific și metodologic, a analizei relației dintre politica fiscală promovată de stat și
sustenabilitatea financiară a sistemului public de pensii.
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Valoarea aplicativă: Constatările lucării pot fi folosite de către organele centrale de
specialitate ale administraţiei publice, autoritățile locale, cercetătorii care studiază drepturile
oamenilor, în procesul de instruire de către cadrele didactice, precum și de centrele analitice.
Noutatea şi originalitatea ştiinţifică: necesitatea reconceptualizării obiectivelor de politică
fiscală și accelerării reformelor din domeniul asigurărilor sociale, în particular alsistemuluipublic
de pensii, în scopul susținerii sociale a persoanelor în etate, reducerii sărăciei și menținerea unei
vieți productive, sănătoase și sigure la o vârstă înaintată; elucidarea problemelor privind
capacitatea societății și a economiei de a întreține populația vârstnică în creștereși găsirea
posibilelor soluții de ameliorare a situației date, prin prisma aplicării unor tehnici și instrumente
de natură fiscală.
Acknowledgment. Cercetarea actuală a fost evaluată în cadrul ghidului și cu sprijinul COST
CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly al cărui scop și obiectiv principal este de a stabili o rețea
internațională și interdisciplinară de cercetători din toate sectoarele pentru a stimula
conștientizarea și pentru a sprijini crearea și punerea în aplicare a unor medii inteligente,
sănătoase, interioare și exterioare pentru generațiile prezente și viitoare.
Rezultatele vor contribui la rezolvarea problemelor și acțiunilor desfășurate în cadrul COST
CA 16226, Îmbunătățirea spațiului de locuit interior: Smart Habitat pentru vârstnici (SHELDON), creând astfel o societate mai bună pentru toată lumea.
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Section Nr. V. Economic digital solutions in the context of continuous
sustainable learning

DEPLOYING ENTERPRISE ROOT CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY
Victor TATARU, victor@tataru.it
Victoria TATARU, victoria@tataru.it
Aureliu ZGUREANU, zgureanu.aureliu@ase.md
Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova, Chișinău, Republic of Moldova
Purpose: In this paper we examine the internal structure of a certification authority and
security policies applying to such centers and analyze how OpenSSL protocol works in this
context. Also we reveal how to prepare everything necessary for the issuance of "full" TLS / SSL
certificates for use both in companies and for individuals. As a result, a process for the
automated issuance of certificates for the needs of an enterprise will be proposed.
Findings: Owning our own certification center in a large range of IT industries allows, for
example, to analyze and protect corporate network traffic, encryption of network tunnels,
development and testing of software and web sites, corporate email, etc.
With the frequency need of using TLS / SSL certificates, we often have to face many
inconveniences. So, for example, in most cases, in order to obtain a TLS / SSL certificate for an
IP address (not for a DNS name, such as “www.tataru.it”), we have to prove the legal ownership
of this IP address or of the range of IP addresses. Moreover, a public certification authority do
not provide certificates for domain names from the local group (.local, .localhost etc.) or for local
IP addresses (10.0.0.0/8, 172.16.0.0/12, 192.168.0.0/16).
Research limitations/implications: This article discusses a local certification authority.
Certificates issued and signed by it will not be trusted by everyone and will remain so until the
root certificate is trusted by adding it to the Trusted Root Certification Authorities directory.
Practical implications: Owning our own certification center give a beneficial effect on the
convenience of network administration, in general on the security of the corporate network, and
it may lead to reducing the financial burden of the enterprise.
Originality / value: Analysis and protection of corporate network traffic is an integral part
of the corporate information security process. Testing applications that provide encryption at the
development stage using local certificates have a positive effect on the development process.
Acknowledgment. Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of
COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly the main aim and objective of which is to establish an
international and interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness,
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and to support the creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor
environments for present and future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.
Keywords: RootCA, Intermediate, OpenSSL, TLS, SSL
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CYBER HYGIENE CAPACITY BUILDING SKILLS THROUGH THE
PRISM OF THE LIFELONG LEARNING
Sergiu TUTUNARU, tutunaru@ase.md
Ion COVALENO, covalenco@ase.md
Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova, Chișinău, Republic of Moldova
Purpose: Promotion and development of the Cyber hygiene literacy based on university
ecosystem in the field of information technology, focused on creation, innovation and training of
practical skills, in line with the dynamic changes of modern information society and job market
requirements. Arguing the need to promote continuing education programsfor all categories of
citizens.
Design/methodology/approach: Implementation of the process of transforming science and
technology education through dedicated partnerships between educators, community leaders,
corporations and non-profit organizations in accordance with the Sectoral Strategy for the
Development of Education in the Republic of Moldova. These relevant policies harmonize with
the reforms started in the education system, with other reforms that represent an operational
continuity of the actions projected in the National Development Strategy.
Findings: Application for national and international grants, profit obtained from educational
services and consulting, and ourincubator residents support.
Research limitations/implications: Participation in different seminars and workshops, with
topics in the field of Cyber hygiene capacity building.
Practical implications: Young enthusiasts and groups, associated with the activities of the
Innovation IT Incubator IT4BA and Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova (AESM) stuff
are involved. Methodological fundamentals had developed by the American project CRDF
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(Civilian Research &Development Foundation) andtheire-learning education platform.These
courses in the future will form the basis inour intentions to developing medium e-learning
projects with a largerthematic in ICT field based on the potential of the educationInnovative IT
incubator at AESM.
Originality/value: The relevance of non-formal education and the possibility of
implementing such non-formal education in the Republic of Moldova based on created in the
AESM educational ecosystem in the ICT fields and the materials provided free of charge by the
American project CRDF is invoked. It is proposed to launch a pilot project at the AESM which
aims to include as many universities and colleges as possible in the Republic of Moldova, with
the task for promote non-formal education through an online course developed by CRDF.
Acknowledgment. Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of
COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly, whose main aim and objective is to establish an
international and interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness,
and to support the creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor
environments for present and future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.

BookingApp, Workspace Management System
Maria ROMAN, roman.ana@mail.ru , roman.anav@yahoo.com
Sergiu TUTUNARU, Dr., Scietific Leader, tutunaru@ase.md
Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova, Chișinău, Republic of Moldova

Aim/objective: Quick reservation of workspaces equipped with certain features such as
tables, chairs, laptops, etc, also ehancing comfortability purposes.
Advantages of the application:
 Convenience
 Sense of control
 Flexibility
 Professionalism
 Simplicity
Design/methodology/approach: The booking application will offer you a quick and easy
alternative to booking through the administration at work, which can be quite frustrating and
time consuming. This approach is much more convenient and straightforward in the long run
avoiding difficulty or complications.
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Limitations/implications of the research: This involves active participation to include
presentations, reports on various scientific events with topics related to the field of ICT capacity
building.
Practical application: It is helpful in the case of a company that has several offices or even
a university, school or a hospital to monitor everything much easier.
Values: a simple customisable web page allowing your employees to find available hours
and make reservations at any time throughout the day. You will also get the opportunity to
manage your schedule and available jobs, as well as automatic confirmations that will save you
time.
Acknowledgment. Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of
COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly the main aim and objective of which is to establish an
international and interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness,
and to support the creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor
environments for present and future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.

ENSURING QUALITY LEVELS
WITHIN FREQUENT CHANGED SOFTWARE PRODUCT
Andrei SECU, andrei.secu1997@gmail.com
Aureliu ZGUREANU, azgureanu.aureliu@ase.md
Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova, Chișinău, Republic of Moldova
Purpose: Today, quality assurance is one of the most challenging areas of research and
development. Being forced by technological trends and movements, the business is required to
find out really fast solutions with the highest level of accuracy and efficiency. Therefore, the
importance of delivering great and high-quality IT products becomes the number one purpose of
each stakeholder. Considering the high severity delivery risks due to poor product quality and the
complex architecture that needs frequent changes, the research is aimed to analyze the
correlation between quality assurance management at each level of a productand frequent
changes it suffers being involved in Agile software development life cycle. Presenting the
advantages and disadvantages of maintaining the quality standards for each application-level at
any code change event allows to come up with a practical solution that helps to improve the final
output, which would meet the business needs and provide a resolution for possible delivery
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risks.Thus, the research purpose an explicit view of the quality assurance processes within
development activities by building a quality management system that provides high-quality for
delivering frequent changed software products.
Findings: The code change is a trivial task that is frequently performed within the product
development life cycle and which can add some additional value to the existing product or
damage the existing functional features. The main question is: how can be determined the value
of a code change? The research found out that the defect clustering principle is applied also for
agile development projects and that 20% of the code base is most fragile against frequent code
changes. Providing an explicit answer to the above question, the practical results would allow us
to track and control the possible risks created by code changes via an automated testing
framework.
Research limitations/implications: Most of the products are in close relationship with third
parties’ services, which is a real challenge for any code change as far as the behavior of the thirdparty service cannot be always anticipated. Keeping in mind the complexity of the subject, the
current phase of the research, which is the first one, will consider only AWS (Amazon Web
Service) as a third-party service that is a stable one and can be mocked. The rest third party
services represent a research limitation.
Practical implications: Speaking about the practical implications, the final goal is to
develop an automation testing framework which allows to verify and validate the quality at each
development level for any code change. The solution is integrated with AWS and support
multiple types of reporting by using the international GHERKIN business language and modern
development technologies like maven, selenium, cucumber, Pico-container.
Originality/value: The system is developed for treating the high-severity delivery risks due
to poor software product quality by improving the efficiency of the quality management within
the agile development software life cycle. The generical way of solutionimplementation allows
integrating the framework with any product that suffers frequent code changes that make it
original and highly necessary for any project which follows the quality over money.
Acknowledgment. The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out
within the COST CA 16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly
(SHELD-ON), this way creating a better society for everybody.
Keywords: software quality assurance, Agile, quality management, quality standards,
quality levels, integration, digital transformation, delivery.
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SECURITY FEATURES OF INFORMATION SYSTEM
THAT USE MICROSERVICE ARCHITECTURE
Ivan BAZENIUC, vb241197@gmail.com
Aureliu ZGUREANU, azgureanu.aureliu@ase.md
Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova, Chișinău, Republic of Moldova
Purpose: In this paper we investigate how can be provided security of an information
system, which use microservice architecture. This kind of architecture more and more often is
used in designing and implementation of information systems both in cloud and local
infrastructures in large-scale applications. Choosing it, as oftware architect should firstly decide
if each service should be protected separatelyor a better idea could be to protect the system on
the whole. Anyway, at each stage of development and implementation of a software product, it is
necessary to solve many security related problems. One such problem is authentication and
authorization, which can be solved by implementation of O Auth 2.0protocol.
Findings: Based on the literature review we found that information systems, developed
using microservice architecture, have some features, and one of the most important things is that
each of these services is functioning independently from others and implements their own
functionality in the application. This means that each service of information system can be easily
developed, deployed, and tested, but, on the other hand it means that each service should be
protected. In some cases, protection of each service separately is not the best idea, because this
could lead to code duplication. This means that, in case of necessity of changes a piece of code
or fixing a bug it should be done everywhere this code appears. To avoid this, there are
developed some services - so called gateways, which, also, very often have implemented the
function of user/client authentication and authorization using protocol O Auth 2.0.
Research limitations/implications: This paper opens the discussion around microservice
architecture of software, its security and about methods and instruments of its implementation in
information system development.
Practical implications: A big number of information system all over the world use this type
of architecture. This implies that developers of information systems should pay more attention in
providing security of software to protect the important information from the cybercriminals.
Originality/value: Data security is one of the key aspects in the activity of each enterprise.
So, if it will not be provided properly, then the company may incur enormous material losses or
even may be closed. Therefore, it is very important to use the best way in providing security
when new technologies, such as microservice architecture, are implemented.
Acknowledgment. The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out
within the COST CA 16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly
(SHELD-ON), this way creating a better society for everybody.
Keywords: microservice, OAuth 2.0protocol, cloud infrastructure, information
systemsecurity, gateway, software architecture.
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ASPECTS OF DATA SECURITY IN GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Diana IVASCHIV, ivaschivdiana@gmail.com
Aureliu ZGUREANU, azgureanu.aureliu@ase.md
Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova, Chișinău, Republic of Moldova
Purpose: In this paper we have studied topical issues of ensuring information security of
geographic information systems. The complexity of protecting the information contained in a
GIS is due to the breadth of this concept, as well as the huge amounts of data that are processed
to obtain the necessary information. Modern information systems consist of complexes of
technical, electronic and audiovisual means that collect, store and analyze data necessary for the
effective functioning of the entire geographic information system. Any, even the smallest, failure
can lead to information distortion, damage or loss. For this reason, ensuring information security
is solved using only an integrated approach, when all possible (potential) risk factors are taken
into account. The objective of this paper is to discuss the technical challenges raised by the
unique requirements of secure geospatial data management and to suggest a comprehensive
framework for security and privacy for geospatial data and GIS.
Findings: Depending on the tasks to be solved, GIS can be used both as part of
localorgeographically distributed global computer networks. At the current level of development
of the domainof telecommunication services, this characteristic expands the circle of persons
with access to the functions and information resources of GIS. Thisalso allows potential violators
to implement unauthorized negative impacts on GIS. Thus, the article presents the features of the
functioning of GIS, analysis of computer attacks that pose a threat to GIS, as well as a list of
special measures that ensure the fulfillment of security requirements for geoinformation systems
operating in conditions of constant data protection from unauthorized access.
Research limitations/implications: This paper includes an analysis of the importance of
geographic information systems in the modern world, assesses the pros and cons of data
protection methods in GIS, and also examines the issue of improving modern geodata protection
systems.
Practical implications:Current and future GIS technologies are often required to provide
accurate and up-to-date geospatial data collected by advanced technologies, including new
satellite missions, sensor networks, mobile phones, social media, crowdsourcing and others. This
includes areas such as land and natural resource management, real estate objects, urban
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infrastructure. Since such data are very often confidential, it is a natural necessity to develop and
use methods to ensure information security, especially when it comes to professional systems.
Originality/value: To date, the problem of data security and confidentiality in GIS is not
fully understood, and there is not even a comprehensive understanding of all the issues that need
to be considered and analyzed. The purpose of this paper is to identify and study such problems,
and to develop a comprehensive framework for ensuring the security and confidentiality of data
in GIS.
Acknowledgment. The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out
within the COST CA 16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly
(SHELD-ON), this way creating a better society for everybody.
Keywords: Geographic information system, data security, geospatial data, data
management.
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DEZVOLTAREA UNUI SISTEM AUTOMAT DE IRIGARE
Cătălina CARAMAN, catalina_1iunie@mail.ru
CATRUC Adriana, catruc@ase.md, Conducător științific
Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova, Chișinău, Republic of Moldova
Scop: Agricultura joacă un rol important în economia Republicii Moldova.În vremurile
seculare procesul de irigare era asigurat de către munca fizică a oamenilor. Acum, avem la
dispoziție un sistem de irigare mai dezvoltat, dotat cu dispozitive ce permit automatizarea
acestui proces. În această lucrare se pune accentul pe elaborarea unui produs destinat pentru
irigare utilizând placa Arduino și asamblarea unui model al sistemului de irigare.
Design-ul/metodologia/abordarea: în lucrarea dată sunt menționate amenințările la care
este expus sectorul agricol din R.M. și oportunitățile utilizării sistemelor automatizate de dirijare
a irigării.Totodată sunt discutate particularitățile de funcționare a dispozitivelor Arduino.
Constatări: Cu toate că procesul tehnologic a evoluat uimitor, sunt încă gospodării a cărei
recolte depine direct de situația hidrometeorologică, precipitații, secete. Astfel, crește cererea
resurselor de apă. Acum, avem la dispoziție un sistem de irigare mai dezvoltat, dotat cu
dispozitive ce permit automatizarea acestui proces.
Limitări / sugestii de cercetare: Această placă,Arduino,de dezvoltare se bucură de o mare
popularitate în mediul academic, însă este limitat în vederea implementării produselor finite
prietenoase cu utilizatorul final.
Valoarea aplicativă: Adăugarea unui element important într-un sistem autonom cum ar fi
un panou solar, poate valorifica sistemul din punct de vedere energetic. Însă un studiul mai
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aprofundat al acestei componențe prin utilizarea unui sistem informatic poate eficientiza și mai
mult funcționarea acestuia prin înregistrarea datelor atît de la sensori cît și de la panou solar.
Noutatea și originalitatea științifică: Chiar dacă Republica Moldova este o țară agrară, în
comparație cu nivelul mondial de dezvoltare a acestei ramuri ea este în urmă. Luînd în
considerare nivelul economic, este binevenită orice soluție mai puțin costisitoare față de
produsele similare de brănduri renumite, din gama cărora avem posibilitate să le procurăm pe
cele mai necesare. Dezvoltarea autohtonă a modulelor de irigare are un impact nu doar în ramura
agricolă dar și în cea industrială.
Mediul implementării: Dispozitivul elaborat urmează a fi implementat în gospodării mici
țărănești cât și intreprinderi agricole. Acest proiect poate fi considerată un ajutor pentru fermieri
prin implementarea unui sistem de irigare dezvoltat pe bază de Arduino.

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN EDUCATION:
CREATING DIGITAL WORKSHEETS
Iulia СURTEVA, kurteva.yulya@mail.ru
Scientific advisers:
Ass. Prof., Dr. Tatiana VELICOVA, velicovatania@gmail.com;
Lector, master, Anna SUCMAN, anna.gavrilovna@mail.ru
Comrat State University
Purpose: Modern education cannot be imagined today without digital technologies. A huge
number of applications and programs help the teacher to take the lesson to a completely new
level, different from the classic one. The current epidemiological situation has made its own
adjustments, and it also influenced the educational process. As a result, educational process has
an extensive demand for tools that could effectively solve pedagogical problems both in distance
learning andin organizing the educational process with physical presence. In view of the above,
the goal was set - to offer tools that will allow the teacher to achieve maximum results,
regardless of the method of teaching: classical or distance.
Design / methodology / approach: Scientific methods based on: analysis, synthesis,
description of theoretical provisions were used to implement the research; comparison of tools;
generalization of the available practical experience; presentation of results.
Findings: The article analyzes innovative technologies. It is proposed to use online services
in the educational process, including: LearningApps, Kahoot, Quizlet, Quizizz; Google
applications: documents, forms, presentations. It is concluded that in order for the lesson to be of
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high quality, holistic, the teacher needs to combine various digital resources and implement them
at the different stages of the lesson. This can be achieved using electronic worksheets. This
article discusses the possibilities of creating interactive worksheets in Wizer.me. The stages of
creating a worksheet, adding various items are described.
Research limitations / implications: Scientific work is carried out within the framework of
the master's thesis; the results presented in this article will form the basis of the master's thesis.
The results presented in the article will allow interested parties to introduce interactive
worksheets into the educational process.
Practical implications: The proposed methodology and work with interactive worksheets is
actively used in the M. Guboglo Theoretical Lyceum, Chadir-Lunga municipality.
Originality / value: As a result of the research, it is proposed to use the Wizer.me tool for
the development of author's worksheets and, as an alternative, the free functionality of the
genial.ly service.
Sustainability: This article will be useful and interesting to all colleagues who widely
introduce digital educational resources into their practice.

DEVELOPING INSTANT INTERACTIVE IN-CLASS FEEDBACK THROUGH THE
USE OF ICT
Vladimir CEAVDARI, vlmir302@gmail.com
Scientific advisers:
Ass. Prof., Dr. Tatiana VELICOVA, velicovatania@gmail.com;
Lector, master, Anna SUCMAN, anna.gavrilovna@mail.ru
Comrat State University
Purpose: The transformation of education requires teachers to use new ways of organizing
the educational process. The purpose of this article isto offer the pedagogical community modern
solutions for organizing fastinteractive feedback in the classroom through information
technology.
Design / methodology / approach: The article was written on the basis of the analysis of
the literature on the research subject; studying international practical experience in this area;
analysis of online services for feedback organization; testing online services; drawing up author's
methodological recommendations regarding the feedback organization.
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Findings: The methodological recommendations proposed in the article will allow teachers
to successfully introduce new didactic technologies into the educational process for organizing
fast feedback and provide timely data from students to correct the learning trajectory.
Research limitations / implications: The study in this area was conducted within two
years; the results of the study were published in the articles included in the collections of
“Comrat State University International Scientific Student Conferences” in 2019 and in 2020.
This topic has become especially relevant due to the introduction of distance learning, and the
statements provided in the article could attract interest in carrying out advanced research in this
area.
Practical implications: The results of the research on the organization of fast feedback
using IT were introduced and successfully applied at the Comrat State University while working
with students and also during the computer science lessons at the gymnasium named after A.S.
Pushkin.
Originality / value: Consists in developing guidelines for organizing fast feedback based on
personal experience. The main effort has been directed towards the understanding and
accessibility of methodological recommendations that wouldallow teachers to independently
make a choice in favor of one or another online service based on the advantages and
disadvantages identified through the process of the study.
Sustainability: The research results presented in the article will be useful for pedagogical
students, novice teachers, as well as teachers of university and pre-university education, as the
results will allow them to look at the feedback stage in the classroom from a different angle.

OPTIMIZING THE BUREAUCRATIC PROCESS IN SCHOOL
Arina SECRIERI, arina.secrieri@gmail.ru
Ștefan BERZAN, Assoc. Prof., berzan@ase.md
Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova, Chișinău, Republic of Moldova
The aim of the work: The purpose of the project is to describe the opportunities offered by
volunteering to both those who offer the help and those who benefit from the fruits of
volunteering. In this case, it is about the teachers who should spend their time during filling all
this bureaucratic disorder. The purpose of the volunteering described is to provide opportunities
to optimise the school process by offering new way to save time and avoid mistakes while
working with documentation. The volunteering project includes the organization of a database
which would include all necessary documentation and will be well structured for better
optimization.
Design / Methodology / Approach: The firststep is to collect all necessary documents and
papers that the teacher fills out. The second one, to analyze the documentation. Is needed to
create a sequence structure, implement automatic calculation when filling in the form. The third
one, it is needed to enter the necessary lists in the database (schedule, substitutions of the classes,
names and surnames of children, etc.). A big plus is the database will be available to all teachers
in online way. Next, to create online analogues of paper documentation, to add autofill. Through
the study of existing electronic journals, to detect and correct their software errors; Conclusion
This program will allow you to calculate everything you need and help reduce the percentage of
errors in the calculations. It will also eliminate errors caused by the human factor. This will
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allow teachers to spend less time filling out documentation. It will allow you to spend more time
on the learning process and preparing for lessons. It will not be superfluous to add a payroll
calculation. Thus, this program will help optimize the bureaucracy in schools.
Findings: Based on the analysis, it was found that teachers have a lot of documentation that
is repeated and takes a lot of time to be filled.
Limitations / Research Suggestions: The database should be used as a volunteer project,
just for those who want to optimize their work.
Applicative value: The results of the optimization are supported by practical examples and
comparative study that highlight the necessity of involving well-structured database, thus helping
teachers to self-assess and gain more free time to teach pupils instead of filling all necessary,
taking into account the necessary investments, maintenance and administration expenses.
Scientific novelty and originality: The volunteering organized by the fellows has a greater
value, because orphaned children will gain not only new knowledge in the field of taught
subjects, which will inevitably be useful in their mature life, but also the experience of
communicating with children like them, but who have also grown up. They were educated in
families. This will allow them to integrate more easily into the mature life, within the threshold.
Implementation environment: The study is conducted in a school in the Republic of
Moldova. The purpose of implementing new database in volunteer-based schools is to increase
the useful of teacher work and to help them integrate more easily into bureaucratic process.
Key words: Optimizing school process, bureaucratic process, self-actualize,
educational/training manner.

AVL Tree
Dima HINEV, hinev.dima@ase.md
Zinovia TOACĂ, Dr., Scientific leader, toaca@ase.md
Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova, Chișinău, Republic of Moldova
Purpose: presentation of the theory about AVL Tree, that is used as the one of the fastest
data structures for searching and sorting the large records. Also, my own implementation of the
code of this algorithm, with demo data input, that demonstrates insertion and deletion of nodes.
The code has many comments, which make it easier to understand how the algorithm works.
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Design/methodology/approach: study of the literature to create the implementation of
AVL BST Tree data structure and algorithms for insertion, deletion, sorting, using Java 8
programming language.
Findings: an algorithm was developed for inserting, deleting, sorting, outputting to the
console a balanced AVL tree. The code is in github repository and it is open-source.
Research limitations/implications: Participation in different seminars and workshops, with
topics in the Computer Science: Algorithms.
Practical implications: AVL Tree is used in databases as the one of the fastest data
structures for searching and sorting the large records, but not recommended in cases where
insertions and deletions are frequent.
Originality/value: this project contains all important functions such as
BTreePrinter.printNode for prettifying any binary tree in the console, leftRotation, rightRotation,
insertion, deleteNode. The code has a lot of important comments in Russian, with
demonstrations how it works. Also, I made a great training presentation about the theory of
AVL.
Acknowledgment. Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of
COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly, whose main aim and objective is to establish an
international and interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness,
and to support the creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor
environments for present and future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.

ALGORITM CU COMPLEXITATE OPTIMALĂ PENTRU O CLASĂ DE
PROBLEME DE OPTIMIZARE NELINIARĂ
Eugeniu GÂRLĂ, eugeniugarla@yahoo.com
Conf. univ dr., profesor de informatică de grad superior
ULIM, Chișinău
Abstract: In studiu se construieşte un algoritm de rezolvare a problemelor de optimizare
neliniară cu complexitatea (n3,5).
Cuvinte-cheie: complexitatea algoritmilor, metode de optimizare
1. Consideraţiuni generale. Pentru rezolvarea uneia şi aceleiaşi probleme există, de regulă,
mai mulţi algoritmi la efectuarea calculelor numerice, iar timpul şi spaţiul le determină
performanţa. Aceşti parametri de eficienţă constituie complexitatea algoritmului, prin evaluarea
reală a timpului în care se obţine soluţia problemei şi măsurarea spaţiului de memorie utilizat.
Pentru clasa de probleme de optimizare neliniară nu există soluţia în forma analitică, deaceea,
majoritatea metodelor şi modelelor de rezolvare sunt iterative, de fiecare dată construindu-se
după un anumit criteriu un şir de valori numerice, iar iteraţia în acest caz include rezolvarea
problemei - cheie - problema auxiliară. Pentru o subclasă anume, cănd unele restricţii sunt
speciale, totodată dimensiunea problemei fiind mare, în [1] pornind de la un nou concept s-a
propus un algoritm (PG) eficient de rezolvare numerică a problemei auxiliare, complexitatea
căruia este 𝑂(m2n, N), m şi n fiind aici dimensiunea matricei restricţilor - H, N - se referă la
numărul componentelor variabilei necunoscute x≥ 0, funcţionala f este o formă pătratică cu
matrice unitară şi presupunerea că m<<n, adică numărul de linii în H, corespondentele
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restricţiilor de tipul « = » este cu mult mai mic decât numărul de coloane, corespondentele
restricţiilor de tipul « ≥ », ultimele impunând doar condiţii asupra semnului componentelor
vectorului.
2. Complexitatea algoritmului. Trecând peste viteza de convergenţă a algoritmului PG, la
fel peste analizele legate de stabilitatea soluţiei, mai jos se examinează aspecte noi ce ţin de
complexitate. In [1] cercetările s-au axat pe operaţia de bază - calcularea matricei de proiectare
P, astfel s-a demonstrat că la inversarea matricei restricţiilor s-a reuşit reducerea substanţială a
dimensiunii acesteia, iar luarea în considerare în procedura de optimizare a unei restricţii de
tipul « ≥ » echivalează cu adăugarea unei coloane sau scoaterea coloanei respective din matriceabandă a restricţiilor de tipul « = », în fine, s-a găsit o formulă recurentă de calcul al
multiplicatorilor Lagrange - toate împreună generând un algoritm optimal asupra clasei de
probleme examinate. Algoritmul PG este absolut funcţional şi practic « imun » la dimensiunea
problemei de optimizare, avându-se în vedere aici utilizarea la maximum a condiţiilor de
extremum, precum şi avantajele metodelor de « coborâre » şi a proiectării gradientului, spre
deosebire de alţi algoritmi, care au la bază metoda elipsoizilor [2], variante ale funcţiilor de
penalitate combinate cu transformari proiective [3], etc. - metode controversate şi foarte greu de
transpus pe calculator. Comparat la complexitate algoritmul PG asimtotic, adică când m tinde n,
coboară cu peste 2 ordine polinominalitatea faţă de recordul cândva stabilit în domeniu [2],
((m4) faţă de (n6log2n)) şi egalează recordul actual [3] egal cu (n3,5). Despre rezultatele de mai
sus s-a comunicat la [4,5], aplicaţii concrete ale algoritmului PG sunt descrise în [6,7].
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Development of the Web laboratory "E-Viața" for the training of young
specialists in the ICT field
Vlada COLESNICOVA, colesnicova.vlada@ase.md
Anatolie PRODAN, anatolieprodan98@ase.md
Scientific leader: Sergiu TUTUNARU, Dr., tutunaru@ase.md
Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova, Chișinău
Goal: Training thepracticalskills of young ICT specialistsbased on thesynergy of
theeducationalprocess of the ICT faculty and the practical internships within the university
innovation laboratory.
Strengthening the university education system with the accumulation of practical experience
in order to train professional skills during the studies in ICT specialties for faster adaptation to
the demands of the digital labor market. Promoting the ideas of the educational system that
involves both formal and informal study. In the conditions of rapid development of the digital
economy, it is necessary to train young creative teams participating in real, out-sourcing projects,
developed within the eight resident companies of the IT4BA Innovative Incubator within ASEM,
by formingthe Web Factory laboratory.
Design / methodology / approach: To eliminate the discrepancy between market
requirements and academic knowledge in the field of ICT werely on informal courses offered by
resident companies, corporate study programs with internationally recognized certification.
Thus, an educational ecosystem is formed based on study methods focused on real problems.
Finding:Recourse to national and international subsidies, obtaining the profit from the
provision of educational services, consultancy and support from the residents of the innovative
incubator in thefield of ICT.
Limitations / implications of theresearch: Active participation with presentations, reports
on various scientific events with topics related to the field of ICT capacity building.
Practical implications: Initialization of seminars, presentations, workshops, start-ups,
webinars, conferences and involvement of young people in various courses for future training of
practical skills that will lead to opening their own business and hiring specialists in the field of
ICT.
The value: Involvement of young people from the university environment, in real practical
activities, participation in out-sourcing projects with IT companies and involvement in moneymaking projects.
Acknowledgment. Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of
COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly the main aim and objective of which is to establish an
international and interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness,
and to support the creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor
environments for present and future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.
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STSM: NETHERLANDS – MOLDOVA
Dumitru MICUSHA, PhD Student, dimamicusa@gmail.com
Free International University of Moldova
Willeke van STAALDUINEN, willeke@afedemy.eu
AFEdemy / NET4AGE
Francisco Jose MELERO, fj.melero@cetem.es
SHELD-ON
Abstract. The discovery and the implementation of measurement instruments and practical
solutions for enhancing Psychological Well Being of older adults- is what our team is working
on. The aim is to investigate the need for ensuring the continuity of social and economic
activities, also we aim to learn how to maintain, but better- improve intellectual, emotional and
psychological well-being of older people.
The research method consists of selection and accumulation of quantitative and qualitative
information of investigation and questionnaires of groups of older persons.
The procedural objectives of the research consist of accumulating, structuring and retention
of statistical data obtained of interviewing of the groups of older people from different
countries with the use of quantitative and further qualitative investigation instruments
(questionnaires, tests, interview, etc.).
In the current research, there were investigated correlations between the dimensions of
questionnaires and the characteristics of the continuity of activities, IQ, EQ and psychological
well-being of the elderly.
Are investigated, selected and proposed recipes for a better psychological well being and
social behavior towards the continuity of spiritual, intellectual and emotional activities in society
of elder people.
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Sustainability: We are still working on specification and proposal of inter-group activities
(between created age groups of older adults) and also intergenerational activities, aiming the
elaboration of a bigger portfolio of recipes and recommendations for achieving a better
psychological behavior for older people from the selected groups. The sustainability of the
proposed methods and procedures lies in the revolution and, through their implementation, based
on KAIZEN methodology, the sustainability of the development of intergenerational society in
the long term will be achieved.
In conclusion, if we achieve to obtain the awareness of both older adults and the employers
of the fact that the continuity of activities after the retirement age, and also the understanding
that practicing the proposed recipes abundantly will raise their well being, they will not leave
this world unfulfilled in terms of full knowledge of the supply of the well-being for older people.
Acknowledgments. Short Term Scientific Mission (STSM) recently was executed by the
Dumitru MICUSHA from Free International University of Moldova with the Adviser Mrs.
Willeke van STAALDUINEN from the AFEdemy, Netherlands and coordinated by Professor
Dumitru TODOROI, Ph.D, Dr.hab., ARA corr. Member, Member of MC of COST CA 16226.
Present research was evaluated with the support of COST CA 16226, whose main aim and
objective is to establish a multidisciplinary network to support the development of solutions that
allow the elderly to live safely, comfortably, and healthily through integrating design, ICT,
ergonomics and health knowledge: www.cost.eu.
Introduction
By 2050 [1] the number of people in the EU aged 65 and above is expected to grow by 70%
and the number of people aged over 80, by 170%, which will increase demand and costs for
healthcare. Integrating ICT solutions into habitats, along with improved building design, will
allow us to live at home and stay active and productive for longer despite cognitive or physical
impediments. Improving accessibility, functionality, and safety at home, at work and in society
in general requires combining many disciplines together to develop solutions that integrate ICT,
ergonomics, healthcare (psychological and physical) and community design.
1. Independence in own homes
In assignment of AFEdemy, within the Project „Independent Living in the rural areas of the
Netherlands” 7 students from the Hanze University for Applied Sciences and University of
Groningen performed research in the municipality Oldambt [2] in order to investigate the
problem: “what do older people from 80 years and older need in their daily life, mobility, social
network and well-being to remain independent in their own homes in the villages”.
Was underlined [3] that „ ... there are several solutions to keep the elderly living longer at
home, for example doorstep aids, wall brackets in the bathroom and the toilet, a second handrail
and a stair lift. The national government says that older people can live at home longer by
adapting the current home using new technologies. The last option is domotics (or home
automation): this can make a home safer, easier to use and can help older people stay at home for
longer…”.
2. What the older people need to continue living in their own house?
Two Social Work students from the Hanzehogeschool have done research to the needs of
older people in the township Oldambt for the organization AFEdemy [4].The main goal of the
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research was to get to know what the older people need to continue living in their own house.The
resource question is: What do older people of 80 years and older need in the field of daily
functioning, social participation and mental well-being to keep living in their own house.
The needs of the respondents are very different. Most of them, 18 respondents, said that they
have no needs for support in any way. Most of them have a good social network who helps them
were the need or are, despite their age, still vital and independent from others. The respondents
that does need support most of the time wants more contact and involvement with others. These
are often people with a smaller social network and less skills to look for and find support
themselves in any way. Seven respondents said that they feel lonely and they said that they want
to go out more or want to have more contacts. Also, the outcomes of the research of Wijnja
(2018) said that a lot of older people in Oldambt feel lonely. Overall seems the respondents
satisfied with their living situation, they give themselfs a seven or eight, average.
The first recommendation involves a better information giving from the municipality of
the township Oldambt to older people, so that they know where to find the facilities in the area,
especially the social facilities. The other recommendations to SociaalWerkOldambt are to make
plans to recruite more volunteers and make the organization better known and accessible for
older people.
3. Mobility of the older people
The everyday outdoor mobility of older people has received an increasing amount of
attention in the academic world and in policy-making [5]. There are two reasons for this. The
first reason is the recent and projected growth of senior citizens in (and the impacts of this on)
most Western societies. Secondly, research has shown that mobility outside of the home is
strongly related to wellbeing in later life. Older adults’ experiences with outdoor mobilityhas
been investigated by Bart Roelofs& Liselotte Vreelingsupervised by: prof. dr. Louise Meijering
and commissioned by: AFEdemy [2].
This report explores the outdoor mobility experiences of community-dwelling older people
in Winschoten, the Netherlands. Specifically, was investigated why outdoor mobility is
important, what influences their outdoor mobility and how they adapt to changes in mobility.
This is connected to theories on age-friendly environments, outdoor mobility, independence
and wellbeing. The research consists of six in-depth interviews with older inhabitants of
Winschoten.
The main findings indicate that outdoor mobility of older adults is diverse and subjective,
and is perceived to be important because it is closely related to independence. Furthermore, three
interrelated dimensions are experienced to have an influence on their outdoor mobility: personal,
social and environmental. Finally, older people seem to adapt to a decline in mobility by selfregulation. We advise policy makers to adjust the living environment in such a way that it meets
the needs and capacities of older people, thus creating an age-friendly Winschoten.
4. The Age-Friendly Cities and Communities Questionnaire
The AFEdemy is co-developer of The Age-Friendly Cities and Communities Questionnaire
(AFCCQ) Project [6]. In early 2020, the municipality of The Hague awarded the consortium
consisting of The Hague University of Applied Sciences, HulseboschAdvies and AFEdemy to
develop a questionnaire and run a representative survey on the perceived age-friendliness of the
city among its older citizens. Part of this survey was the development of a validated
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questionnaire, which allows for an assessment of the perceived age-friendliness. In order to do
justice to the superdiversity of the population of The Hague, the municipality also wanted a
representative number of older Western and non-Western immigrants to be included in the
sample.
The consortium started to review scientific and public sources to check whether a default
questionnaire was already available. The search delivered several examples of questionnaires
that either lacked transparency on the development and validation or did not measure the
construct of age-friendliness as a whole. This made the consortium decide to develop and
validate a validated questionnaire, coined the Age-Friendly Cities and Communities
Questionnaire.
In order to develop the questionnaire, the consortium made use of the Consensus-based
Standards for selection of health Measurement Instruments (COSMIN). The development
consisted of the following four phases: Development, Initial validation, Psychometric
validation and Instrument translation.
The theoretical basis of the questionnaire was the Global Age-friendly Cities Guide,
published by the World Health Organization in 2007, and it’s accompanying Checklist. This
guide published a model of age-friendly cities and communities, consisting of eight domains:
outdoor spaces and buildings; transportation; housing; social participation; respect and
social inclusion; civic participation and employment; communication and information; and
community support and health services. The features of the Checklist formed the foundation
of the items for the questionnaire. Additionally, questions on technology and the financial
situation were added based on the literature review.
The Age-Friendly Cities and Communities Questionnaire measures the views of older adults
on the eight domains already defined by the WHO and on a relevant ninth domain, namely
their own financial situation. The questionnaire is open for use on every geographical level and
by every public authority, civil society organization or any other who is interested. It might be
necessary to culturally validate the questionnaire.
5. The Smart Healthy Age-Friendly Environments Network
In middle of 2020 Carina Dantas and Willeke van Staalduinen was announced [7] that “The
SHAFE Stakeholders Network is happy to release its Position Paper, developed in collaboration
between SHAFE partners and the participants on the COST Action Net4AgeFriendly,to present
recommendations that aim to promote healthier environments for all citizens and make
environments accessible, sustainable and reachable for all, with the support of ICT”. The Smart
Healthy Age-Friendly Environments Network will thus focus on the narrative, debate, disclosure
and knowledge translation of smart digital solutions and of solutions to optimize the physical and
social environments of individuals in a concerted manner, bringing together also the domains of
health and social care.
6. Psychological well-being of retired seniors
In October-November 2020 the COST CA16226 accepted a short term scientific mission
(STSM) “Measurement, maintenance and improvement of psychological well-being of retired
seniors” with the scope to research the psychology of older people in the conditions of
continuous activity with the emphasis of their psychological well-being supported by intellectual
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and emotional activities. The host institution was The AFEdemy, the researcher was PhD
Student Dumitru MICUȘA and mission coordinator Mrs. Willeke van STAALDUINEN.

6.1. Collaboration between Netherlands and Republic of Moldova.
The overarching aim of the STSM was to strengthen the collaboration between AFEdemy
(Netherlands) and ULIM (Republic of Moldova) in order to improve mutual capacity to raise
awareness and exchange information on the state of art of smart healthy age-friendly
environmentson national and regional levels particularly within the topics of Responsible
Research and Innovation and addressing societal challenges.
This STSM was aimed to exchange information accumulated in an international
environment (Moldova-Netherlands) by observing and questioning elderly people, processing
the data obtained in order to define, maintain and improve the level of psychological, intellectual
and emotional well-being for seniors.
To bring an instrument for measuring psychological well-being was the main object of this
STSM, also monitoring the evolution of the defined psychological leaks in multifunctional
indoor environment. The scope is to meet the requirements of Europe's ageing population while
promoting healthy and safe ageing, to identify core challenges that older adults face when aging
in the workplace.
This aim is allied to the objectives of the fourth Working Group of the COST Action, which
works to improve smart support furniture and habitat environments according to user’s needs and
further validated by these users (elderly and caretakers) for an active ageing.
After the mission, when the efficiency of our methodology is proved, to deliver to the host
institution the new statistical method of research. In our turn, we expect to also obtain a new
method of research regarding the measurement of emotional/psychological/intellectual wellbeing of seniors, this way creating a portfolio of various methods which are to be applied on
other samples during our empirical research.
6.2. Psychological Well-Being Questionnaire (PWBQ)
6.2.1. Research Methods
In order to test the conceptual framework, according to which the well-being of the older
adultsis positive, we have developed a scale method. It contains a Likert type response scale in 7
steps - from -3 to 3.
In order to measure the psychological well-being state at the moment of questioning, we
built a Psychological Well-Being Questionnaire (PWBQ) with 30 items, five items for each of
the six dimensions that we considered appropriate for the definition of psychological well-being:
- feeling of being happy,
- self-acceptance,
- control over the environment,
- autonomy,
- positive relationships with others,
- purpose and meaning of life.
It was discussed Moldovan and Dutch and other investigative questionnaires about
psychological, intellectual and emotional well-being of elders.
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Based on the questionnaires from Moldova, the questionnaires from AFEdemy in
Netherlands, using other surveys, among other things the 36-Item Short Form Survey Instrument
(SF-36) from USA, it was finished with the Psychological Well-Being Zero-Measurement
instrument, which is ready to be applied where needed.You can find an example in Figure 1.
- - - 0 1 2 3
3 2 1
1. Generally, I consider myself
A person not too happy
Very happy
2. Compared to my colleagues / other people, I am
Less happy
Happier
3. Some people are generally very happy. They enjoy life, no matter what happens to them,
they take maximum advantage of everything. To what extent does this characterization describe
you?
Not at all
To the greatest extent
4. Some people are generally very unhappy. Although I am not depressed, I am never quite
happy as I would be. To what extent does this characterization describe you?
To the greatest extent
Not at all
5. Every morning I wake up with a feeling of living a happy day?
Never
always.
Figure 1. Items for measuring the subjective feeling of happiness
Followed by this example, each of the six dimensions contains 5 questions related to the
topic of the dimension.
6.2.2. Scoring
1st dimension: For scoring, we calculate the average for all 5 items. The maximum score
is 3. The average score of the subjective feeling of happiness is about -0.5 to 1.0. Lower scores
of -0.5 denote shared feelings of unhappiness, greater than 1.0 - of happiness. The higher the
scores are, the higher is the subjective appreciation of happiness.
2nd dimension: The scores are calculated the same as previously reported. Lower scores of
-0.5 denote low self-acceptance: lack of recognition of merits, lack of positive qualities, lack of
skills and aptitudes, dissatisfaction and self-disdain, greater than 1.0 – high self-acceptance.
3rd dimension: The lower scores of -0.5 denote an inability to monitor affective states,
behavior in various circumstances, the mood of others, the communication course, greater than
1.0 – social monitoring capacity and circumstances according to their own intentions and the
expectations of others.
4th dimension: Just as before, small scores denote the lack of autonomy, self-confidence
and assertiveness, features that limit the person into actions, the high ones – the ability to
manifest themselves genuinely, to show initiative, actively involved in various projects and
activities.
5th dimension: Small scores characterize a person with insufficient capabilities of
communication and social networking; the high ones denote potential enough adaptation to new
and communicable environments and people, capable of establishing and maintaining positive
relationships with others.
6th dimension: High scores are accumulated by people who recognize and accept the
experience of the past, control their present and look with optimism for the future, see the
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meaning of life and personal existence. People who accumulate small scores do not have the
meaning of life, they have few or even no objectives or goals, do not see the meaning of past
experiences, present and perspectives.

7. Questioning with the use of PWBQ
7.1. In the Netherlands
The questionnaire PWBQ was adapted to Dutch language.With the help of the PWBQ
questionnaire, a group of older adults from different collectives in the Netherlands were
interviewed and the information was collected about the psychological well-being.
The results on each of the 6 dimensions from 12 respondents from the Dutch space are listed
below in Figure 2.
Psycholog
ical well-being
/
Interviewed
person:
Netherlands

Dim. 1:
Feeling of
happiness

Dim. 2:
Selfacceptance

Dim. 3:
Control over
environment

1st
9
15
3
2nd
12
8
5
3rd
-2
2
1
4th
-3
1
-4
5th
9
11
6
6th
13
12
10
7th
4
10
3
8th
-1
1
-1
9th
9
4
-4
10th
12
14
-3
11th
9
15
10
12th
2
7
-7
Total
73
100
19
Figure 2. The results of Dutch respondents

Dim. 4:
Autonomy

2
9
1
4
10
13
9
1
6
6
11
5
77

Dim. 5:
Positive
relations
with
others

7
15
1
2
13
14
12
0
10
10
13
7
104

Dim. 6:
Purpose
and
meaning
of life

14
12
5
1
6
5
11
3
5
9
9
5
85

7.2. In Moldova
The questionnaire PWBQ was adapted to Romanian language.With the help of the PWBQ
questionnaire, a group of older adults from the Association „AESM Seniors” at Academy of
Economic Studies of Moldova and associates were interviewed and the information was
collected about the psychological well-being.
In Figure 3 can be found listed the results of Moldovan respondents.
Psycholog
ical well-being
/
Interviewed
person:

Dim. 1:
Feeling of
happiness

Dim. 2:
Selfacceptance

Dim.3:
Control over
environment
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Dim. 4:
Autonomy

Dim. 5:
Positive
relations
with
others

Dim. 6:
Purpose
and
meaning
of life

Moldova

1st
15
13
11
2nd
2
8
-8
3rd
10
14
11
4th
8
10
8
5th
8
2
2
6th
10
10
5
7th
15
15
15
8th
6
15
13
9th
8
2
2
10th
7
10
7
11th
5
5
-1
12th
10
8
5
Total
104
112
70
Figure 3. The results of Moldovan respondents

12
-1
10
8
-2
10
15
12
-2
12
7
10
91

14
7
8
10
0
9
15
13
0
12
3
12
103

15
11
11
9
2
12
15
15
2
7
7
13
119

Data from the Netherlands and Moldova were structured both separately and jointly for
analysis in terms of comparative evolution (Figure 4).
Psychological
well-being

Dim.
1: Dim.
2: Dim. 3:
Feeling of SelfControl over
happiness acceptance environment

Dim.
4: Dim. 5:
Autonomy Positive
relations
with
others

Netherlands
73
100
19
77
Moldova
104
112
70
91
Figure 4. The results of Netherlands Moldovan respondents

Dim. 6:
Purpose
and
meaning
of life

104
103

85
119

Graphic representation of the results are presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
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Figure 8

Based on collected data on the psychological well-being using PWBQ questionnaire was
analyzed the statistical methods of maintaining and improving the psychological excitement of
the seniors from different groups of the seniors.
Collected data and analyzed methods will support the methodology and the decisions to be
proposed in the branch of creating a more productive, healthier, and more comfortable society
for the elderly.
Also the questionnaires, which have been implemented within the STSM, were based on the
characteristics of the psychological well-being of the older adults in the sectors of psychological
energy loss.
Access to local libraries and databases from the Hague, Amsterdam, Roterdam and
AFEdemy gave the opportunity to select and study several methods of work with investigative
questionnaires. The host institution AFEdemy helped to organize the groups of respondents and
administering the questionnaire to the sample of respondents in Dutch space.
The information obtained from surveys as a result of the questioning seniors from selected
Dutch collectives was processed, analyzed and distributed on three age compartments to be
subjected to processing using statistical methods of processing surveys. The respondents had a
positive reaction on the survey, but with a remark that there are too much questionnaires to fill
up everywhere nowadays (i.e.: hospital, city hall, etc.), and that they would have much more
pleasure from discussing personally with specialists sharing their stories with them. The
specialists instead, can observe from these discussions the needs of the seniors, and bring to them
the appropriate IoT and ICT solutions.
Under the guidance of the host institution AFEdemy was given the opportunity to work
with scientists from other Dutch institutions such as Prof. Joost van Hoof, professor of Urban
Ageing from The University of Hague, and Elisabeth de Vries, and others, who helped a lot and
gave suggestions on the structure of age-friendly societies and steps to take to its construction
6.4. Portfolio of methods for measuring different aspects of well-being for seniors
The STSM has been finished successfully with very good results, maybe even more than
we’ve expected.
The main purpose of applying our instrument of zero-measurement of the psychological
well being, by bringing it to the host institution for validation and appreciation, was fulfilled, so
now the instrument is ready to be introduced in the portfolio of measurement instruments of the
researchers from the field of Social Psychology and Sociology.
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Also, the host institution AFEdemy shared with us their latest Age-Friendly Cities and
Communities Questionnaire, which is a representative survey on the perceived age-friendliness
of the city among its older citizens. Part of this survey was the development of a validated
questionnaire, which allows for an assessment of the perceived age-friendliness. This new
instrument can be applied successfully in other countries and can also be included in our
Portfolio of methods for measuring different aspects of well-being for seniors.
There were interviews held with some older adults from Netherlands, who shared with us
the experience of living in an age-friendly environment, and also shared some practical
recommendations (for example: creation of computer-learning classes) for countries such as
Republic of Moldova, where age-friendly environments are not that developed. These
recommendations are to be implemented.
Based on discussions with interviewees and on their past experiences with different
questionnaire-based surveys, was made the conclusion that older respondents prefer more
participating in the interview-based surveys than filling up questionnaires. It gives a more
personalized and qualitative response.But, even with observing these preferences at respondents,
there is still no other better way of questioning big groups of respondents than questionnairebased surveys.
6.5. From quantitative results to qualitative results of psychological well-being
Considering the opinion of the interviewees and representatives from the nursing homes was
also made the observation that there is a very high level of healthcare and good environment for
the elderly living in the community, but at the same time a lack of psychological services in
these habitats, that is why there is a lack in measuring and maintaining the psychological wellbeing.
A recommended solution would be to attract more psychologists to work in age-friendly
habitats, this way there would be the possibility to obtain more qualitative results through
frequent interviews and conversations, rather than through the questionnaire method which gives
more quantitative results.
A better understanding of the personalized psychological needs of each individual would
bring a propulsion in development of IoT Related Technology and their Impact on New ICT.
6.6. First impressions from the international collaboration
It has been a pleasant and a very fructuous collaboration with AFEdemy, as we brought to
Republic of Moldova new solutions in building age-friendly environments. The questionnaires of
the elderly, assigned and implemented for different groups of elderly people in the problems of
the well-being of the elderly, serve to investigate and propose different methods of maintaining
and improving the psychological health of the elderly.
As part of the medical outcomes study (MOS), RAND developed the 36-Item Short Form
Health Survey (SF-36). The SF-36 is a set of generic, consistent and manageable quality of life
measures. These measures are based on patient self-reporting and are now widely used by
managed care organizations for routine monitoring and evaluation of care outcomes in adult
patients.
To measure the degree of psychological well-being, it was compiled a questionnaire with 30
items: five items for each of the six dimensions that we considered appropriate for defining
psychological well-being: feeling of happiness, self-acceptance, environmental control,
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autonomy, positive relationships with others, purpose and meaning of life - The Psychological
Well Being Questionnaire (PWBQ).
After examining the results of the questionnaire through the short-term scientific mission at
the AFEdemy Academy in Guada, the Netherlands in October-November 2020, require analysis
of the psychological situation of the individual in order to propose methods to maintain and
ascend his well-being.
The activities of the individual to raise his psychological well-being are based, to a large
extent, on the hormonal reflections of the individual. It requires usto be aware of the hormonal
reflections, on which the spiritual, emotional and cognitive psychological state of the individual
is based. They are component elements of the actions of psychological survival of the elderly.
The repositories of the spiritual, intellectual and physical procedures of intergenerational
social activities represent the nucleus for the elaboration of the methods of evolution of the
psychological well-being of the individual.
7. The sustainability and collaboration with perspective
We consider this STSM was just a jumpstart of the collaboration between Netherlands and
Republic of Moldova. For the future collaborations we express our willingness to involve
Moldovan specialists in international researches, in order to develop better personalised methods
of questioning and afterwards to bring solutions for the psychological assessment of older adults
in the EU age-friendly habitats for SHELD-ON and AFEdemy, for improving the general level
of well-being for elderly and to bring new ideas to IoT and ICT developers.
These questionnaires are also to be used on older adult samples from the Republic of
Moldovawith the development of different recipes for maintaining and improvingthe
psychological well-beingof the elderly. Finally, a joint estimate of the results of the mixed
survey will be madeusing questionnairesof the two types. The respective conclusions will be
made on the use of "Personal Psychology" recipe warehouses, "Positive-Negative" recipe
repository, together with the PWBQ recipe warehouses. These deposits will form the basis of
future research into methods of maintaining and positive development of the psychological,
intellectual and emotional well-being of the elderly.
Will be investigated measures to improve the well-being of the elderly, which are largely
supported by such means as: continuity of the life of the elderly through production and
consumption activities, hormonal reflections and psychological survival.
This continuing activity of the seniors have to be investigated with the thoroughgoing study
of their creational and emotional psychological performance. Most of the researches we make
are oriented to achieve the purpose of maintaining and developing the seniors’ progress in their
activities inside their habitat and in the process of transition from one of the group of seniority to
another.
The results of our investigations, partly coming from the mission work, carried out through
this STSM project will be proposed to be implemented in the network of all the educational
institutions of the Republic of Moldova and in the network of the European’s universities with
the goal to exchange the accumulated experience.
8. Acknowledgements. This publication is based upon work from Sheldon COST Action
CA16226 Indoor Living Space Improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly, supported by COST
(European Cooperation in Science and Technology). COST is a funding agency for research and
innovation networks. Our Actions help connect research initiatives across Europe and enable
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scientists to grow their ideas by sharing them with their peers. This boosts their research, career
and innovation [8]: www.cost.eu.
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PROPOSED BUSINESS PLANS FOR OLDER PEOPLE FROM
THE ASSOCIATION "ASEM SENIORS"
Dumitru TODOROI, Prof., PhD, Dr. hab., m. c. ARA,
Marina COBAN, Assoc. prof., PhD, m. c. ARA, AESM, The Republic of Moldova,
Dumitru MICUȘA, PhD Student, Free International University of Moldova,
Alina PRAPORŞCIC, Victor TONU, Lavinia GRUMEZA, Ana SECARĂ, Ionela
SECARA, MihaelaŢURCAN, Ion TULBURE, Natalia SCROB, Adrian IOVU, Tatiana
BEŞLEAGA, BS, Tinca BELINSKI, BS, MS, Lynn University, Florida, USA,
Nicoleta TODOROI, Romanian National Opera in Cluj-Napoca
Man sanctifies the place (popular saying)
Abstract. Welding the implementation situation of the "Continuity of activities of older
people helps the continuity of life", which is the essence of the creation in the Academy of
Economic Studies of Moldova (AESM) of the Association "Seniors AESM" in early 2020. A set
of business plans is proposed, which can be successfully created and implemented by professors,
which are employed, associated or affiliated with AESM – members of the Association "Seniors
AESM".
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1. FRUIT COLLECTION POINT IN RURAL AREA OF THE REPUBLIC OF
MOLDOVA
(Alina PRAPORŞCIC, Dumitru TODOROI, Marina COBAN, Dumitru MICUȘA)
Purpose: Foundation strategy to develop fruit collection points in Rural Area of the
Republic of Moldova will provide useful services to both the community and the entire country.
In order not to lose a large amount of fruits from housekeeping, it is proposed to create fruit
collection points with the goal to use them. One of such points is proposed fruit collection point
in the villages, perfect location for a fruit collection point.
Findings: It is need to grow the agricultural industry. There are presented evidences to
implement such fruit collection points in all the Rural Area of the Republic of Moldova.
Research limitations/implications: This project offers a wide range of information on all the
resources used to implement fruit collection points in Rural Area. The limits have always
existed, but with little ingenuity, the limits are down and the business is growing.
Practical implications: Project is supported by findings, conclusions, and recommendations
that may be useful for all who want to create such type of business in his/her native place. Such
fruit collection points have been existed in the past. They have disappeared and in the fruit
sphere a chaos was installed. Present project of fruit collection points is a bridge to create Small
and Middle Enterprises (SMEs) in the rural area of the Republic of Moldova.
Originality/value: Agrarian researchers have always supported the implementation of new
businesses. The Republic of Moldova possesses rich fruit’s spaces, hardworking people, and
with little work and effort there can do wonderful and useful facts for society at home for
country people. It can bring everything back to normal, to stop chaos and waste of goods in the
agricultural sphere of the Republic of Moldova.
Implementation: The Republic of Moldova possesses both urban and rural industries. For a
long time, Rural Area has become a real welcome business point. Present business of fruit
collection point (SME) will be implemented, developed, and will be active in this Rural Area.
Such SME can be with success implemented in more than 60% of Moldovan villages.
Sustainability: Sustainability is the process of maintaining change in a balanced fashion, in
which the exploitation of resources, the direction of investments, the orientation of technological
development and institutional change are all in harmony and enhance both current and future
potential to meet human needs and aspirations.
Thanks. This business plan can be, for the benefit of the supply of psychological well-being
of older people, successfully implemented in the EU as support and part of the evolution efforts
of the Net4Age-Friendly network (COST CA19136).
2. BUSINESS PLAN:Limited Liability Company (LLC) „MONACU GRUP”
(Victor TONU, Dumitru TODOROI, Marina COBAN, Dumitru MICUȘA)
Abstract: The company SRL "Monacu Grup" has been registered with a variety of types of
activity that are already used that count:-Manufacturing articles of metal yarn;-Manufacturing of
other metal articles;-Treatment and coating of metals;-Wholesale trade of non-food goods for
consumption;-Other types of wholesale trade;-Other types of retail trade not carried out through
stores. His first activity was the production of metallic yarn products. It was created to offer high
quality metal yarn products at affordable price, which was missing at the time of the year (2013)
on the market.
Purpose: Due to the need to market, the objects produced, online, was created the site
www.monacu.md, which later due to the demand on the market and the increase of the buyer's
interest in purchasing products online, was put to develop the site up to the level of Online Store
that will offer for sale products of various categories , but mainly products intended for
construction, various tools and so on.
Findings: The website www.monacu.md is an internet store structured at the moment in
groups, 12 in number, which in turn have subgroups up to order 3 hierarchical, in some cases and
order 4.
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Research limitations/implications: To reach a desired product, it is necessary to go through
the clik each group and subbreak the respective or to be given in search of the key word after
which it is desired to receive a product in response.
Practical implications: With the passage of time it showed that the structure of the site, its
design remained at that level when it was created, in other words wealthy. For this reason the
following was intended: -Elaboration of a new Logotype,-Elaboration of a new page design,Restructuring categories on the site,-Change of menu display format,-Restructuring the product
page,-Restructuring the basket page,-Introducing the product filter,-Completing the information
pages (Shipment, Contacts, Payment...), -Elaboration of the order tracking page, -Elaboration of
the credit calculation formula, - Centralization of orders and assignment of a unique order code.
Originality/value: For increased confidence and a high level of quality of services offered, the
changes specified above are made, in the foreground:1) Menu, 2) Filter, 3) Product Page, 4)
Design, 5) Basket for order.
Implementation: Current needs can be solved by developing a website or updating it to
meet market requirements. There is no point in creating something extraordinary, but it is
necessary to develop a product that will meet the requirements set by the customer as a user. In
the case of the present project an Online Store is not enough to be beautiful, but the most
important is necessary to be practical, informative and last but not least Fast. New generations
live very fast, are not patient, i.e. if the product created does not offer at least the ones mentioned
above, then there is a good chance that it is not successful that project.
Sustainability: As a result we will have a product that will provide high quality services, fast
and functional.
Thanks. This business plan can be, for the benefit of the supply of psychological well-being
of older people, successfully implemented in the EU as support and part of the evolution efforts
of the Net4Age-Friendly network (COST CA19136).
3. RURAL TOURISM AGENCY “MAXIM’S COMPANY”
(Lavinia GRUMEZA, Dumitru TODOROI, Marina COBAN, Dumitru MICUȘA)
Purpose: Expanding the knowledge about Moldova and Romania, traditions, language,
customs, holidays, their national food. Accumulating experience in the field of agriculture.
Answers will be given to many questions about the countryside, peasants' occupations…
Design/methodology/approach: By the help of this project will be highlighted the strengths
of people living their lives away from urban agglomerations. They will be illustrated beauties of
a countryside with fields, forests, animals, birds ...
Findings: based on the analysis we will be able to understand the benefits of the rural
environment compared to the urban one. For example, peace, harmony, pure air, river water ...
Research limitations/implications: this project leads to discussions on the position of rural
tourism in the Republic of Moldova and offers several methods of its development.
Practical implications: The results of the project are supported by the findings, conclusions
and recommendations that may be useful: rural tourism researchers, teachers in higher education,
writing scientific papers, students to acquire and study rural environment, travel agencies
practicing this form tourism, statistical analysis and forecasting institutions, being applied to the
establishment of the new directions of tourism development in the Republic of Moldova.
Originality/value: the need to substantiate new forms of tourism and their integration into
the offer of specialized tourism agencies; developing a plan for the development and
diversification of tourism offers in collaboration with all institutions; presenting an analysis of
this form of tourism at district level.
Implementation: The basic occupation of the people of the Republic of Moldova is
agriculture. As it is called "Village was born in the village", Maxim's Company will make the
peasants' occupations, the beauty of the fields and the villages to become alive in the minds of
those coming from abroad. This company will be implemented priority in border regions of the
Republic of Moldova, densely inhabited by the elderly in the Republic of Moldova,where
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thousands of tourists come, tourists eager to meet Moldavia, our traditions, rural life and
hospitality.
Sustainability: Sustainability has to come from the heart of the business, and that means
embedding it in business strategy.
Thanks. This business plan can be, for the benefit of the supply of psychological well-being
of older people, successfully implemented in the EU as support and part of the evolution efforts
of the Net4Age-Friendly network (COST CA19136).
4. SUGESTS ABOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PANDORIAN SENTIMENTS
TO ROBOTS
(Ana SECARĂ, Ionela SECARA, Dumitru TODOROI, Marina COBAN, Dumitru
MICUȘA)
Purpose: Robotics is a complex and heterogeneous field of scientific and technical
research, with various applications in human and social activities. In these circumstances, due to
the open nature of the field, robotics integrates and uses the results of research in artificial
intelligence for the development of new generations of robots, namely intelligent robots with
decision-making and autonomy capabilities in carrying out tasks in dynamic and unknown
environments.
This research project the core of the rationality of intelligent robots is considered, the main
aspects of reasoning structures are presented by the two dimensions: logical and semi-othetic.
Design/methodology/approach: Thus, the development directions of logical and semi-otian
reasoning structures are taken into account, together with their interaction in the creation of
intelligent behavior. The results of the research are applicable in the development of logicalsemiotic intelligent robots and highlight the need to consider in design the synergistic context,
according to which the robot structures (perception, action, processing, rationing) must be solved
simultaneously in a manner oriented towards the global capacity of "thinking" and autonomy.
Findings: The evolution of technical systems has in recent years focused on the
implementation of higher levels of operation that include autonomy and decision-making
capacity, i.e. problem solving in dynamic and sometimes little-known or unknown environments
based on knowledge and experience.
Research limitations/implications: The solutions implemented are based on integrating the
results of artificial intelligence into new structures, with the realization of intelligent systems as
complex systems. The field of robotics is part of the same general trend through its fundamental
mechatronic context which creates the optimal conditions for integrating the field of artificial
intelligence, so that it develops as specific systems intelligent robots oriented on the fulfillment
and solving of specific tasks, goals or roles in various operating configurations.
Practical implications: Just as light comes from light, not from darkness so there can be no
intelligence without negative traits.
Originality/value: Zeus created Pandora's Box with the aim of destroying the perfect man to
replace him with a new ideal – the real man, the one with full qualities, able to realize the gap
from one extreme to another, from good to evil, from happiness to pain, from hubris to giving.
Artificial intellect cannot be similar to human intellect, becoming a simple copy of the character
created by Zeus.
Implementation: The purpose of researching this theme is to create a coherence of the
factors that provoke the Pandorian feelings that could eventually lead to a new era – the era of
consciousness of artificial intellect. Robots are much more emotionally intelligent than humans
because they are programmed to awaken a certain feeling at some point, they do not encounter
the problem that all humans have: how to manipulate their emotions, which makes them superior
to the human species. The idea of research consists in highlighting and algorithmizing the stages
of creating feelings in Pandora's box: cruelty, arrogance, suffering/pain, vanity, jealousy, lust,
hatred, greed, diseases, laziness, sadness, fear, deceit, subjugation of mortals by the gods, death
and hope.
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Sustainability: Robots in our company that will move with the help of a set of wheels will
have rich language capabilities and will be able to come to the aid of a large number of tourists,
regardless of the language spoken. Our company's plans include the development of robots that
can handle customer service, cleanliness and perform several monitoring and security functions,
detecting suspicious behavior and alerting human officers in case of detection of irregularities.
Thanks. This business plan can be, for the benefit of the supply of psychological well-being
of older people, successfully implemented in the EU as support and part of the evolution efforts
of the Net4Age-Friendly network (COST CA19136).
5. RURAL ROBOTIC RESTAURANT
(MihaelaŢURCAN, Dumitru TODOROI, Marina COBAN, Dumitru MICUȘA)
Abstract: This project describes the design and development of a robotic restaurant. The
robotics technology is replacing manual work at a fastpace throughout the world. In classical
café, restaurants and hotels, the customers face a lot of problems due to congestion at peak hours,
unavailability of waiters and due to manual or derprocessing. These shortcomings can be
handled by using a restaurantaut omation system where„WaiterRobots”are used for ordering
food and beverages. The desired order is also transmitted on wireless network to the kitchen via
menu-bar.The menu-bar is based on the LCD, Key pad and the Blue to oth module.The customer
places the order using electronic menu bar. This order is sent to the kitchen and receptioning
communication network.The waiter robot then transfers food from the kitchen to the customer.
6. MODERNIZE OF THE SRL SITE "SEMSEO"
(Ion TULBURE, Dumitru TODOROI, Marina COBAN, Dumitru MICUȘA)
Absract: In recent years, the rapid development of the Internet has led to the emergence of
an increasing number of new online services. From the basic services that have been available to
users (Mail and Web), the Internet has grown into a huge global network, with a variety of new
services, technological solutions and the space where almost all economic entities around the
world meet.In this respect, the Internet offers possibilities that in today's business cannot
compare to any previous business. Space and business opportunities are the same for all business
people in any part of the world. There are no obstacles in the Internet world all people are
equal.This is why almost every day new Internet products appear, new software solutions,
equipment and web technology, online places for sale-purchase, places where people see a
chance of realization. The rapid development of the Internet will inevitably lead to the search for
new skills and the emergence of new jobs.
7. PIZZA AND PIES IN RURAL AREA OF THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA
(Natalia SCROB, Adrian IOVU, Dumitru TODOROI, Marina COBAN, Dumitru
MICUȘA)
Purpose: The aim of the enterprise is to meet the needs of the population in the rural area of
the Republic of Moldova, which will provide useful services both to community food (pizza and
pies) and the provision of services through entrepreneurial activity to achieve the social and
economic interests of the associate members based on the obtained benefit.
In order to achieve the proposed goals, the enterprise will practice the following types of
activity:
• producing and making pizza on order
• Pizza delivery at home.
The price of the pizza, as well as the delivery price, will be acceptable.
8. THE RURAL DISTRACTION: AERODYNAMIC TUBE OF THE REPUBLIC OF
MOLDOVA
(Tatiana BEŞLEAGA, Tinca BELINSKI, Nicoleta TODOROI, Dumitru TODOROI,
Marina COBAN, Dumitru MICUȘA)
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Purpose: Attractions are very importance for a country’s economy. They generate foreign
revenue which is important, and particularly important in third world countries. The revenue
generated can be generated directly by the attraction but also by associated local industries such
as restaurants, markets and informal trade. They generate local employment, often tourist
attractions can offer gainful employment to people who may be less employable in other
industries. They generate a sense of local pride in the area around the attraction, this has a
positive social impact and can lead to reduced crime and nuisance behavior.
Another point here is that the attraction will generally provide the capital injection required
to ensure adequate policing and other services. Tourist attractions raise the profile of an area and
result in a greater awareness of that area worldwide, this can be beneficial due to increased social
pressure if socio-political or economic challenges arise.
DAcknowledgment. Present research was evaluated under the guide and with the support of
COST CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly the main aim and objective of which is to establish an
international and interdisciplinary network of researchers from all sectors to foster awareness,
and to support the creation and implementation of smart, healthy indoor and outdoor
environments for present and future generations.
The results will contribute to solving problems and actions carried out within the COST CA
16226, Indoor living space improvement: Smart Habitat for the Elderly (SHELD-ON), this way
creating a better society for everybody.

Personalitatea tinerilor cercetători în conlucrarea psihologică
intergenerațională
Dumitru TODOROI, ASEM, todoroi@ase.md
Aureliu ZGUREANU, ASEM, zgureanu.aureliu@ase.md
Corina BULGAC, ASEM, corina-777@mail.ru
Dumitru MICUȘA, ULIM, dimamicusha@gmail.com
Scopul lucrării: Investigarea necesității de asigurare a continuității intergeneraționale a
activităților sociale și economice cu scopul menținerii și dezvoltarii spirituale, intelectuale,
emoționale și psihologice a bunăstării oamenilor în etate prin prizma identificării opiniilor
tinerilor cercetători privind starea subiectivă de bine și acceptarea de sine a lor cu utlizarea
chestionarului de tip „Psihologie personală”.
Design-ul/metodologia/abordarea: Sunt prezentate rezultatele cercetării a metodelor de
menținere și dezvoltare a mediilor de continuitate intergenereționă a activităților, a IQ-ului, a
EQ-lui și a bunăstării psihologice a vârstnicilor prin prizma chestionalului „Ierarhia EU-lui”.
Constatări: Este constatată starea subiectivă de bine și acceptarea de sine a tinerilor
cercetători pe dimensiunile de chestionare și apreciere: Faţa mea, Corpul meu şi construcţia lui,
Apariţia mea (coafura, machiajul, haina, accesoriil emele), Comportamentul meu expresiv
(gesturi, expresii faciale, mersul, privirea), Aspectul meu (pozele mele, video cu mine,
atracțiunea exterioară, sexul, rolul meu, etc).
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Limitări/sugestii de cercetare: Selectarea și acumularea procedurilor cantitative de
investigare și chestionare a grupelor de tineri cercetători.
Valoarea aplicativă: Acumularea, structurarea și păstrarea datelor statistice privind
intervierea grupelor de tineri cercetători, obținute în baza chestionarelor de investigație
cantitativă.
Noutatea şi originalitatea ştiinţifică: Analiza bazelor de date statistice cu scopul de
investigație a corelațiilor dintre dimensiunile de chestionare și caracteristicile continuității
activităților, IQ-ului, EQ-lui și bunăstării psihologice a tinerilor cercetători.
Sustenabilitatea cercetărilor cu propunerea și elaborarea rețetelor de bază de comportare
psihologică calitativ respectuoasă și admirativă față de continuitatea activităților spirituale,
intelectuale și emoționale intergeneraționale cu echipele de tineri cercetători în societatea
prietenoasă pentru persoanele în etate.
Mediul implementării: Sustenabilitatea cercetărilor în perspectiva apropiată constă în
necesitatea de a evalua personalitatea interviaților din punct de vedere a evoluției EU-lui feminin
și masculin și a EU-lui pe diferitele specialități de studii și, cel mai important, a corelației EU-lui
tinerilor cercetători cu persoanele în vîrsta adulților și cu persoanele în etate.
Sustenabilitatea: Cantitativ informațiile obținute din interviere pot fi axate pe direcțiile
susmenționate cu intenția de a evalua conlucrarea calitativă intergenerațională avansată de
calitate spirituală, intelectuală, morală și de calitate materială. Deci scopul constă în inlocuirea
corelației material-spirituală intergenerațională de azi cu corelația spiritual-materială
intergenerațională de mîine.
Confirmare: Cercetarea actuală a fost evaluată în cadrul ghidului și cu sprijinul COST
CA19136: NET4Age-Friendly al cărui scop și obiectiv principal este de a stabili o rețea
internațională și interdisciplinară de cercetători din toate sectoarele pentru a stimula
conștientizarea și pentru a sprijini crearea și punerea în aplicare a unor medii inteligente,
sănătoase, interioare și exterioare pentru generațiile prezente și viitoare.

Consciousness through the scope of the 9-layered model of Giftedness
Maria KARYOTAKI, PhD student, Institute of Informatics and Telecommunications,
National Center for Scientific Research “Demokritos”, Athens, Greece,
karyotakimaria@gmail.com
Purpose: The current work introduces a new perspective of consciousness through the scope
of cognitive science and particularly, through the scope of the 9-Layered Model of Giftedness.
Our model conceives consciousness as a set of top-level metacognitive skills as well as a state of
mind. This model places special emphasis on the expression of consciousness in our personal,
professional and social behaviors, for reaching the most difficult and complex mental state, selfconsciousness. In this paper, we describe the meaning of giftedness, its relation to consciousness
and how to implement conscious awareness in our everyday life.
Design/methodology/approach: We proceed with an in-depth analysis of the term
consciousness from the scope of brain sciences. We also set the ground for an alternative
approach of consciousness as a means of personal and social development. In addition, we
present an overview of the multifaceted activities towards development and deployment of
consciousness in several scientific fields, such as brain sciences, education, consumer behavior
and nutrition.
Findings: Consciousness is congruent with our mental capacity as well as our beliefs about
ourselves, other people and the world, in general. Consciousness can make a person successful,
happy and healthy, while creating a sustainable and prosperous society. Therefore, self90

consciousness can make a person reach giftedness, according to the 9-Layered Model of
Giftedness.
Research limitations/implications: This paper introduces an innovative theory about
consciousness and its relation to giftedness, which remains to be implemented over several
scientific fields.
Practical implications: In this paper, we argue that consciousness consists of our cognitive
and metacognitive skills that construct our mental capacity and influence both our mental health
as well as our behavior. Conscious people are characterized by their ability to construct new
knowledge in order first, to improve themselves and second, to improve the system around them.
We consider self-conscious people to be gifted because they have gained the knowledge, the
skills and the values to perceive personal and social prosperity as inherently concurrent
systems.Therefore, we present the whole landscape of consciousness, its neuropsychological
background as well as its contribution to the improvement of human nature and human society,
all of which delineate the 9-Layered Model of Giftedness.
Originality/value: This paper has an interdisciplinary approach towards consciousness with
the final aim to shed light on the meaning of self-consciousness.
Consciousness can lead to our personal improvement as well as to sustainable social and
environmental systems. Especially self-knowledge and self-awareness are concomitant with
giftedness, which means improving yourself and paying attention to what you can do for others.
We also present a new perspective of “giftedness” in terms of its dynamic and personalized
content.

ASPECTE CONTRIBUTIVE ALE SISTEMELOR INFORMATICE ECONOMICE
INTEGRATE LA PROSPERAREA SOCIETĂȚII UMANE
Tudor LEAHU, dr, conf.univ, Universitatea Liberă Internațională
Lucrarea este bazată pe conceptul sistemelor informatice de perspectivă, care vor realiza în
mod informatic toate varietățile de activități economice, atât informaționale, cât și materiale.
Virtual aceste sisteme pot fi considerate drept nucleu material-informațional, funcționarea căruia
este neîntreruptă și efectuată în mod automat. Astfel de funcționare este asigurată de realizarea
interconexiunii stringente și interacțiunii nemijlocite dintre toate elementele constitutive ale
integrității, adică, a sistemului în ansamblu.
Pornind de la considerentul formulat, sunt evidențiate și elucidate domeniile elaborării și
aplicării sistemelor în cauză. Respectiv, în cadrul fiecărui domeniu sunt scoși în vileag și
analizați factori decisivi contributivi la progresul activităților materiale și spirituale umane. Din
acest punct de vedere este confirmată concepția transformării sistemului existent de gestiune
economică într-un instrument de funcțiune analoagă, care deplin evoluează expres conform
legităților științifice.
Sunt accentuate și elucidate importanța și necesitatea a astfel categorie de sisteme,
justificată contribuirea lor la performanțe notorii, care vor elibera subiectul de lucrări pur tehnice
și voluminoase în dimensiuni ce impun preocuparea cotidiană și pe parcursul zilei, în întregime
cu unele și aceleași acțiuni, privându-l pe decident de formularea și luarea deciziilor optime.
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Înmediul acestor sisteme se va diminua până la minimum influenț asubiectivă asupra
mersului proceselor, iar gestiunea lor nu va mai fi fărâmițată pe diverse și numeroase nivele,
organism și termene temporale de funcționare. În final – nu vor mai fi separate spatial și
funcționa în variate regimuri de timp unitățile economice, aceasta conducând la devenirea
economiei naționale într-o întreprindere virtual unitară integrată.
Conform clasificării generalizatoare de cel mai superior nivel, factorii obiectivi și
subiectivi de influență decisivă sunt sistematizați în ceea ce se referă la sfera materială și la sfera
spirituală a socității.
Printre cei ce contribue la performanțe materiale se enumeră posibilitatea simulării facile a
evenimentelor, asigurarea corelării judicioase a obiectivelor dintre resursele lor, selectarea
constituentelor informatice, lichidarea anacronismiului în activitățile unităților organizatorice
material și informaționale, etc.
De pe poziții de contribuire la prosperare economică sunt caracterizați așa factori
principali, cum ar fi creșterea productivtății muncii, reducerea consumurilor, îmbunătățirea
calității produselor materiale și informaționale, crearea condițiilor de implicarea subiectului în
procesele gestionale nu numai în cadrul fiecărui loc de muncă, dar și în cadrul oricărui nivel de
gestiune.
În final sunt formulate anumite concluzii, conform cărora prin intermediul sistemelor
informatice unitare integrate se va atinge apogeul propășirii material – spirituale a societății
umane în ansamblu, oricărei subdiviziuni și fiecărui individ al ei.

THE INFLUENCE OF TECHNOLOGIES ON THE HUMAN INTELLECT
Valeria LEAȘCENCO, valeria.leascenco@iis.utm.md
Victor GUȘTIUC, victor.gustiuc@ee.utm.md
UTM, Republic of Moldova
Purpose: The analysis of basic notions such as technology, human intellect, artificial
intelligence, mentioning the positive and negative aspects of technologies on humans in general
through exemplification, specification of options to minimize damage caused by technologies.
Design/methodology/approach: In this communication we present concrete examples that
describe the connection between notions: technology and human intellect, which would be
opportunities to use technologies such as Artificial Intelligence, describing their positive and
negative consequences.
Findings: Based on the analysis we come to the idea that technologies can affect the human
intellect, both positive and negative, but this depends on the need for use, the purpose and the
extent to which technologies are applied. Artificial Intelligence is one of the most widespread
technology, what is developing very fast, becoming more and more used in many fields:
medicine, industry, education, etc., and having a high potential for development and
maintainability.
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Research limitations/implications: The paper describes the connection between human and
technology, being analyzed their strengths and weaknesses, and the examples of use demonstrate
the contribution of technologies in everyday life.
Applicative value: The results of the analysis of the subject in question, together with
recommendations and conclusions can be a good reference for teachers when teaching
technology-related subjects and Artificial Intelligence, for students, a source of information
about new technologies and influence on people and not at least on them, for over readers, a
good informative material, which aims to highlight the positive and negative aspects of the use
of technologies, for creating an overall impression of the need to use it at the right time and in
the correct way.
Practical implications: In this paper we argue by analyzing the examples, why people need
technologies in our live, but also how those can affects human intellect, if are not used in right
way.
Originality and value: The need to highlight the negative effect of use technologies and
consequences on the human intellect in order to reduce the damage, as much as possible, as well
as increasing the opportunities to use them to make more efficient in use. Examining concrete
cases to demonstrate in particular the applicability of technologies, only in cases where it may
not present a danger. Conclusions and recommendations for those who use the technologies.

TELE-2021: Closing of the international TELECONFERRENCE of young
researchers entitled "Creation of the Society of Consciousness",10th Edition,
March 12-13, 2021.
Conclusions, Decisions, Suggestions, Sustainability.
Summary of communications at TELE- 2021
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Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova
American-Romanian Academy of Arts and Sciences
COST Action CA16226: Smart Habitat for the Elderly
COST Action CA19136: International Interdisciplinary Network on Smart Healthy Agefriendly Environments
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President of the International TELECONFERENCE:
Dumitru TODOROI, prof. univ., dr. hab., m.c. ARA, Chișinău, Republic of Moldova
Bacău-Boston-Bucureşti-California University Davis-Chicago-Chişinău-Cluj NapocaCoimbra, Portugal- Houston- Gouda, Netherlands - Los Angeles - Iaşi – Scopje - Timişoara
Chişinău 2021
Partners:
Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova (AESM), Chișinău, Moldova
American-Romanian Academy of Arts and Sciences, California Davis, USA
AFEdemy, Gouda, Netherlands
SHINE 2Europe, Coimbra, Portugal
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Illinois State University (ISU), Chicago, USA
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Topics:
1. Psychology and Impact of Professional Transition Ecosystems.
2. Continuity of the intellectual and emotional activities of older people.
3. Sustainability of intergenerational friendly environments.
4. Professional environments and communities of employees, associates and affiliates.
5. Economic digital solutions in the context of continuous sustainable learning
Developments:
1. Theme of communication, author(s), affiliation, e-mail: 25 January 2021
2. Summary of communication (one page, with pictures of authors): 4 February 2021
3. Confirmation of acceptance of communication: 11 February 2021
4. Presentation of the text of the full communication: 9 March 2021
5. TELECONFERENCE-2021: 12-13 March 2021
Deadline for submission of communications for publication:
March 9, 2021 (up to 6 pages, with pictures of authors, text: TNR 12 in 2 columns) to email
address: cie@ase.md, todoroi@ase.md
Phone: 022 402947, 022 402988, 022 402 893
Technology requirements: structure of the work and other details:
http://www.americanromanianacademy.org/41-submission.
Party Days: Online, Zoom: 12-13 March 2021
Working language: Romanian and English (without translation).
Participation fee: not charged.
Accommodation and travel costs: are supported by participants
Program – Invitation
Section I: Plenary
March 12, 8:00 – 10:00
Break, coffee, tea, snacks
March 12, 10:00 – 10:15
Section 1. Psychology and Impact of Professional Transition Ecosystems.
March 12, 10:15 – 12:15
Lunch break
March 12, 12:15 – 13:15.
Section 2. Continuity of the intellectual and emotional activities of older people.
12 March, 13:15 – 15:00
Section II: Plenary
13 March, 8:00 – 9:30
Break, coffee, tea, snacks
March 13, 9:30 – 9:45
Section 3. Sustainability of intergenerational friendly environments.
March 13, 9:45 – 10:45
Section 4. Professional environments and communities of employees, associates and
affiliates.
March 13, 10:45 – 11:45
Section 5. Economic digital solutions in the context of continuous sustainable learning
March 13, 11:45 – 13:15
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Session III: Plenary
March 13, 13:15– 15:00
Closing of the international TELECONFERRENCE of young researchers entitled
"Creation of the Society of Consciousness", 10th Edition, March 12-13, 2021.
Summary of communications at TELE- 2021

Online Meeting with Zoom
Topic: Work in TELE-2021 Conference (March 12th)
Time: Mar 12, 2021 07:30 AM Brussels
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82390739220?pwd=REg3TlNWSjAzY2tXcHRUOW9LdmIvQT09
Meeting ID: 823 9073 9220
Passcode: 757521
Topic: Work in TELE-2021 Conference (March 13th)
Time: Mar 13, 2021 07:30 AM Brussels
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81116845154?pwd=SXVneHNNMmhoL3FCcnFmRXdVSkNEdz09
Meeting ID: 811 1684 5154
Passcode: 145545
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TELE-2021 Conference: 1st Part of participants of meeting on the Zoom Platform:

TELE-2021 Conference: 2nd Part of participants of meeting on the Zoom Platform:
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internaţională a tinerilor cercetători
“Crearea Societăţii Conştiinţei”, (TELE-2021), Ediţia a 10-a,
12-13 Martie 2021
Bacău-Boston-Bucureşti-California University Davis-Chicago-Chişinău-Cluj NapocaCoimbra, Portugal- Houston- Gouda, Netherlands - Los Angeles - Iaşi – Scopje - Timişoara
www.ase.md, www.AmericanRomanianAcademy.org

PROGRAM – INVITAŢIE
Preşedinţi de Onoare a TELECONFERINŢEI internaţionale:
Grigore BELOSTECINIC, Rector ASEM, prof. univ., dr. hab., Academician
AŞM, Membru de Onoare ARA, Chişinău, Republica Moldova
Ruxandra VIDU, Preşedinte ARA, prof., PhD, California Davis, USA
Preşedintele TELECONFERINŢEI internaţionale:
Dumitru TODOROI, prof. univ., dr. hab., m. c. ARA,
Chişinău, Republica Moldova
Bacău-Boston-Bucureşti-California University Davis-Chicago-Chişinău-Cluj NapocaCoimbra, Portugal - Houston - Gouda, Netherlands - Los Angeles - Iaşi – Scopje Timişoara

Chişinău 2021
Parteneri:
Academia de Studii Economice a Moldovei, (ASEM), Chisinau, Moldova
American-Romanian Academy of Arts and Sciences, University of California Davis, USA
AFEdemy, Gouda, Netherlands
SHINE 2Europe, Coimbra, Portugal
CETEM, SHELD-ON, Spain
Illinois State University, (ISU), Chicago, USA
Faculty of Computer Science and Engineering from UKIM, Scopje, North Macedonia
Academy of Economic Studies, (ASE) Bucharest, România
Boston Theological Institute, (BTI), Boston, USA
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“Al. IoanCuza” University at Iaşi”, (UAIC), Iaşi, România
Music Academy “Gh. Dima” at Cluj Napoca, (MA), Cluj Napoca, România
Politehnica University of Timisoara, (TPU), Timişoara, România

Subiecte:
1. Psihologia și Impactul ecosistemelor de tranziție profesională.
2. Continuitatea activităților intelectuale și emoționale a oamenilor în etate.
3. Sustenabilitatea mediilor prietenoase intergeneraționale.
4. Medii și comunități profesionale de angajați, asociați și afiliați.
5. Soluții digitale economice în contextul învățării durabile continue

Evoluţii:
1. Tema comunicării, autor(i), afiliere, e-mail: 25 ianuarie 2021
2. Rezumatul comunicării (o pagină, cu pozele autorilor): 4 februarie 2021
3. Confirmarea acceptării comunicării: 11 februarie 2021
4. Prezentarea textului comunicării integral: 9 martie 2021
5. TELECONFERINȚA-2021: 12-13 martie 2021

Termenul limită de prezentare a comunicărilor spre publicare:
9 martie 2021 (până la 6 pagini, cu pozele autorilor, textul: TNR 12 în 2 coloane) la adresa
de email: cie@ase.md, todoroi@ase.md
Telefon: 022 402947, 022 402988, 022 402 893

Cerinţe de tehnoredactare: structura lucrării si alte detalii:
http://www.americanromanianacademy.org/41-submission.
Zilele petrecerii: On-line, Zoom: 12-13 martie 2021
Limba de lucru: română şi engleză (fără traducere).
Taxa de participare: nu se percepe.
Costurile de cazare şi călătorie: sunt suportate de către participanţi

Program – invitaţie
Secţiunea I: Plenară
12 martie, orele 8:00 – 10:00
Pauza, cafea, ceai, gustări
12 martie, orele 10:00 – 10:15
Secţiunea 1. Psihologia și Impactul ecosistemelor de tranziție profesională.
12 martie,, orele 10:15 – 12:15
Pauza de prinz
12 martie, orele 12:15 – 13:15.
Secţiunea 2. Continuitatea activităților intelectuale și emoționale a oamenilor în etate.
12 martie, orele 13:15 – 15:00
Sectiunea II: Plenară
13 martie, orele 8:00 – 9:30
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Pauza, cafea, ceai, gustari
13 martie, orele 9:30 – 9:45
Secţiunea 3. Sustenabilitatea mediilor prietenoase intergeneraționale.
13 martie, orele 9:45 – 10:45
Secţiunea4. Medii și comunități profesionale de angajați, asociați și afiliați.
13 martie, orele 10:45 – 11:45
Secțiunea 5. Soluții digitale economice în contextul învățării durabile continue
13 martie, 11:45 – 13:15
Sesiunea III: Plenară
13 martie, orele 13:15– 15:00

Concluzii, Sugestii, Decizii.
Închiderea TELECONFERINȚEI iternationale a tinerilor cercetatori cu genericul
„Crearea Societăţii Conştiinţei”, Ediţia a 10-a, Martie 12-13, 2021.
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